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ABSTRACT 
This thesis makes a joint study of two advanced subjects, namely artificial neural 
networks and fuzzy sets theory, which have attracted much interdisciplinary research interest 
in recent years. Each of the subjects concerns a specific aspect of techniques that deal with 
real world problems. 
Artificial neural networks have found abundant applications in realizing various 
decision systems with learning capabilities, especially those characterized by very complex 
input-output relations. Conventional learning algorithms for neural networks show little 
consideration for the fuzzy nature of information or data employed in the training processes. 
Such uncertain information tends to degrade the performances of the decision systems being 
trained. 
In this thesis a learning algorithm for multilayer feedforward neural networks is 
introduced based on the conventional error backpropagation procedure. This new algorithm 
makes use of the fuzzy information contained in the training data. I t is aimed at improving 
the robustness of the network under training in dealing with fuzzy inputs, that is, to make 
the networks less sensitive to uncertainties. To be effectively included in the training 
algorithm, the concerned fuzziness is quantified using the basic concepts of fuzzy sets theory. 
Two simple examples are included to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed algorithiru 
Each of them proposes a decision making problem, or more specifically a classification 
problem in which fuzzy input patterns are concerned. It is shown that the proposed algorithm 
helps the networks under training to locate the boundaries between desired decision regions 
morej quickly and accurately, and hereby to attain improved decision capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Our society of the 20th century has undergone significant transformations. Great 
advances in computer technology stimulate the growing importance of information 
technology in our everyday life. Powerful digital computers release people from tedious 
and repetitive jobs of information manipulation. Many extremely complicated computation 
tasks for us now become as simple as the procedures of sending data and then collecting 
results. In terms of the number of instructions completed per unit time, the processing speed 
of contemporary computers seems to be quite satisfactory, even i f regardless of its trend of 
being continuously upgraded. Besides, excellent precision level is also guaranteed provided 
that correct instructions are issued to the computer. 
However, the transition towards an information society is still far from completion, as 
evidenced by the limited applications of excellent computing devices. It is eagerly expected 
to extend the attained capability of information processing for coping with real world 
problems of an increasingly broad range. This is indeed quite a hard task. The main 
difficulties come from various kinds of complexities and uncertainties that inherently coexists 
with most practical systems. To get rid of these difficulties we need virtually different 
concepts of quantification, simplification and system modelling. As a result, new fields or 
disciplines of inquiry have emerged. Among them are artificial neural system and fuzzy sets 
theory which are of our major concern in this work. 
.The study of artificial neural systems is primarily aimed at resembling the organization 
of human nervous system and therefore achieving intelligent actions on which even the most 
progressive computing machines are not performing well. In addition, it also suggests a 
new paradigm of computation with machines by extending the conventional concept of 
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parallel processing to the very extreme. In a neural system, a large number of simple 
processing units, called neurons, are massively interconnected. Knowledge is represented 
and analysed distributively by the whole network. The strengths of interconnections between 
neurons in a typical artificial neural network are adaptable just like the biological synapses 
in brain. In this way the network is equipped with the ability of learning. By continuously 
adjusting the interconnection strengths, the network learns to achieve some assigned tasks 
and further improves itself for better performance on these tasks. In this thesis we wi l l 
concentrate on the applications of artificial neural networks in realizing various decision 
making systems. In fact the concerned decision systems are found to be functionally 
equivalent to those for performing jobs of pattern associating. 
There are several fundamentally different types of uncertainties in the natural world 
(Klir and Folger, 1988, pp.138-139). Specifically in many decision making processes, 
vagueness or fuzziness of objects appears to be the most commonly encountered category. 
In general, fuzziness is associated with the difficulty of locating sharp and precise boundaries 
that distinguish between objects or concepts. To make uncertain events readily manipulated 
by automatic machines, we need suitable quantification techniques. The concept of fuzzy 
sets, firstly introduced by L.A.Zadeh in 1965 (Zadeh, 1965)，lays a mathematical framewoii: 
for quantitatively dealing with fuzziness. A fundamental issue of fuzzy sets theory is that 
intermediate states of membership in addition to the extreme ones are allowed and expressed 
numerically. In other words, the transition from member to non-member is continuous 
instead of being abrupt. 
In this thesis the concept of fuzzy sets wi l l be employed to encode the uncertainties 
encountered specifically in many practical decision making processes. Multilayer 
feedforward neural networks wi l l be utilized to build decision systems that are able to adapt 
themselves through learning activities. A learning algorithm for multilayer networks wi l l 
be developed in a way that the fuzzy nature of input decision variables is seriously considered 
during network adaptation. Compared with its conventional counterparts, the proposed 
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training algorithm is claimed to perform better on coping with fuzziness contained in the 
incoming information. In other words, the decision ability of a multilayer neural network 
trained with this algorithm becomes less sensitive to the disturbances induced by fuzzy 
events. 
We shall start by introducing some background knowledge about artificial neural 
networks and the concept of fuzzy sets. Both of them are regarded as promising but still 
immature research areas in recent years. Readers who are familiar with these two subjects 
may skip the rest of this chapter. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION TO ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
Interests in emulating brain-like actions are not recent. Early work can be traced to 
the mathematical model of neuron activities in the pioneer research of McCulloch and Pitts 
(1943). During the 1960，s two active groups, namely Rosenblatt's Perceptron group and 
Widrow's Adaline group, contributed a lot to the theoretical fundamentals of 
self-organization, machine learning and parallel distributed processing (Griffiths, 1988). 
Besides, simple machines were also built to touch on a category of problems such as speech 
recognition and pattern classification. In the following about twenty years the study of 
neural systems experiences a long hiatus. Little evidence of technical activities on this 
subject was found during that time. However, something has changed since 1986. A sudden 
wave of renewed interest was noticed with a series of technical conferences on which much 
brand new understanding concerning artificial neural systems has been presented and 
discussed. Other support includes a number of examples of successful applications and 
promising techniques for hardware implementation of neural networks. 
Nowadays the team of researchers who believe in the great potential of neural 
processing extends to almost every academic institute as well as a number of industrial 
units. Some researchers are enjoying their work that aims at ultimately understanding the 
basic biological mechanisms of human brain and accordingly constructing powerful artificial 
replicas. However, it is more popularly realized that artificial neural networks suggest 
nothing but a biologically influenced paradigm of machine computing or processing. Many 
of the present artificial neural models are based on assumptions that are not biologically 
accurate. From the stand-point of an expert in artificial intelligence, artificial neural network 
can also be regarded as a heuristic approach to complex problem which wi l l compensate 
tiie inadequacy of conventional symbolic one. On the whole, the on-going research interests 
in artificial neural systems are diverse and involve a variety of disciplines in which solutions 
for real world problems are of major concern, 
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1.1.1 Fundamentals of Artificial Neural Networks 
Neural networks are in fact computing machines that resemble the structure of human 
nervous system and hereby emulate brain-like actions. It has been found that human brain, 
as an information processing system, employs a set of quite different operation principles 
from that of conventional digital computers. With the appealing features of massively 
parallelism and distributiveness, human brain performs well at such tasks as vision, speech 
and complex spatial and temporal pattern recognition. One thing to be noted is that the 
computation speed of each individual neuron cell in the brain is absolutely incomparable 
with that of the contemporary electronic devices. This suggests that the underlying trick is 
the superiority of brain architecture. The definition of artificial neural networks must include 
the important features that discriminate human brain from modem digital computers. In 
Kohonen (1988) a brief definition for artificial neural networks is given as follows: 
"Artificial neural networks are massively parallel interconnected networks of simple 
(usually adaptive) elements and their hierarchical organizations, which are intended to 
interact with the objects of the real world in the same way as biological nervous systems 
do: 
A schematic sketch for artificial neural networks is given in Figure 1.1. With a view 
to understanding various aspects of artificial neural networks, we are going to explain some 
of the fundamental issues in further details. 
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INCOMING CONNECTIONS 
^ ^ ^ ‘ OUTGOING CONNECTIONS 
Figure 1.1 : A schematic sketch for a typical artificial neural network 
yery simple processing elements 
Instead of using powerful Central Processing Units (CPU's) as in contemporary digital 
computers, an artificial neural network consists of many processing units, called neurons, 
that perform very simple and usually nonlinear transformations on their input signals. Figure 
1.2 shows a typical neuron characteristic. Firstly the incoming signals are summed together. 
The resulted total stimulus is then mapped to an activation state of the neuron through a 
nonlinear function. The activation state of a neuron also denotes the neuron output which 
may be sent to other neurons in the network. Three commonly used neuron nonlinearities 
are also shown in Figure 1.2. As shown in Figure 1.2，the activation state of a neuron has 
two bounding levels. The neuron is said to be excited i f it exhibits a high activation level. 
Otherwise it is said to be inhibited. 
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An artificial neural network usually consists of a large number of neurons. Some of 
the neurons interact directly with the outside environment while the others communicate 
only with their counterparts in the network. Computation tasks are distributed over the whole 
network through massive interconnections between the neurons, 
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Figure 1.2 : Typical neuron characteristics 
Massively parallel interconnections 
The interconnections between artificial neurons are responsible for carrying 
information all around the network. Theoretically an artificial neural network should be 
fully interconnected to make the state of each unit in the network accessible for all its 
companions. Moreover, the transmission of signals is typically simultaneous and 
asynchronous. 
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Compared with the bus architecture in digital computers, the massive interconnection 
between neurons appears to exhibit better "flexibility in signal transmission. The conventional 
bus architecture offers a set of fixed paths which are not supposed to alter the passing 
signals. On the contrary, each of the interconnection links in a neural network is 
characterized by a weighing factor which parallels the synaptic strength in a biological neural 
system. Signals passing through this particular link are multiplied by this factor (see Figure 
1.3). A large value of weighing factor is needed between a pair of closely interacting 
neurons. On the other hand, a weighing factor of zero denotes the complete absence of 
communication. 
INPUT SIGNAL " " ^ OUTPLTT SIGNAL 
WEIGHING FACTOR 、， 
= W E I G H I N G FACTOR X INPUT SIGNAL 
Figure 1.3 : The weighing factor on an interconnection 
The interconnection weights in a neural network are variable just like their biological 
counterparts. It has been shown that the adaptation of such connection strengths enables 
the neural system to do some learning-related jobs (Anderson, 1983’ pp.802). A great 
amount of research effort has been focused on developing adaptation rules for various kinds 
of neural network models. 
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Hierarchical organization 
Since there exists no central processing element，each of the neurons occupies identical 
functional positions in a neural network. None of them is superior to the others. Knowledge 
storage is massively distributive, that is, it is shared by a number of neurons as well as the 
connections between them. 
A specific concept may be represented by the activation states of a group of neurons, 
as well as the interconnection pattern between them. This concept, on the other hand, may 
be part of a more complicated one. Thus neurons in an artificial neural network can be 
divided into some functional groups which are hierarchically organized. It has been shown 
in the applications of building pattern recognition systems that arranging neurons in proper 
layer structures helps extract non-trivial or high level features of the input patterns. Since 
the development of an effective training algorithm, namely the error backpropagation 
algorithm or generalized delta rule (Rumelhart et al, 1986), many difficult classification 
problems have been solved using multilayer neural network models. Representing one of 
the main streams in the researches on artificial neural networks, multilayer models equipped 
with the error backpropagation algorithm (EBPA) wi l l be deeply concerned in this work. 
Learning rules 
The ability to leam or adapt is one of the most fundamental attributes of intelligent 
behaviour. The essential goal of system adaptation is to attain satisfactory system 
performance in a continuously changing environment. 
The adaptation of interconnection weights in a neural network is governed by some 
prescribed rules. It is observed that each interconnecting path involves two end neurons 
and the associated weighing factor determines to what extent the neurons affect the activation 
state of each other. The adjustment on the connection weight is determined by the current 
output states of these end neurons. D.O. Hebb's idea of synaptic modification suggests a 
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simple but important adaptation rule as follows (Rumelhart et al, 1986): 
"If the end units are simultaneously excited (inhibited), their connection should be 
strengthened (weakened).“ 
There exists many different versions of principlely alike learning rules for artificial 
neural networks based on Hebb's simple law. None of them is universally applicable. A 
learning algorithm always appears together with a particular neural network model. 
Moreover, both the network organizations and the associated learning rules are task-oriented. 
Simultaneous flow of signals through exhaustive interconnection links and the scheme 
of massive task-sharing provide neural network with very high computation rates. Learning 
ability is hopefully achieved through adaptation of individual connection strengths. Since 
each processing unit functions within a local area (which is defined by the strengths of 
outgoing connections) only, damage to a few neurons or connections does not impair 
macro-performance of the whole network significantly. In other worck, the great 
distributiveness also endows artificial neural networks with a large degree of robustness or 
fault tolerance (Lippmann, 1987). Adaptability of the network, moreover, tends to remove 
the deviation caused. Here robustness is identified quite similar to the insensitivity of the 
system performance to minor variations of the environment. 
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1.1.2 Various Artificial Neural Network Models — A Review 
Since the pioneer article of McCulloch and Pitts published in 1943, a number of 
neural network models have been proposed and evaluated in practical applications. Based 
on the fundamental features elaborated above, many variations are found in network 
topology, neuron characteristics and learning strategies. Different requirements of practical 
problems account for some of these variations. On the other hand, this great diversity also 
reflects that there is still no general agreement on many key aspects of artificial neural 
network models. In the present section a brief review is given on some well-known artificial 
neural models. Special emphasis is laid on the multilayer feedforward model which wi l l 
be encountered throughout the coming chapters. 
Multilayer feedforward network and error backpropagation 
A typical multilayer neural network with forward feeding connections is shown in 
Figure 1.4. Neurons in the network are arranged into layers which are functionally distinct. 
The input layer and output layer are responsible for information exchange between the 
network and the environment. In the hidden layers, input signals are transformed into certain 
formats which are called internal representation since they may not be understood by the 
system user. The significance of hidden neurons has been demonstrated throuah several 
typical applications of neural networks. For example, Lippmann (1987) has shown that 
hidden units enable a neural network classifier to form complex decision regions. 
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Figure 1.4 : A multilayer feedforward neural network 
Supervised training is adopted for the multilayer network shown in Figure 1.4. That 
is’ the feedforward connection weights are adapted to let the network output approach some 
a priori specified targets. Such a learning strategy is also referred as leaming-with-a-teacher 
since we may image that there exists a teacher guiding the network to correct directions. 
It can be observed that the interconnection pattern in the multilayer neural network 
is not exhaustive. A l l of the connections are unidirectional, i.e. from the neurons in a layer 
of lower level to those in layers of higher level. Figure 1.5 illustrates a connection with 
strength denoted by w^ between a source neuron S and a destination neuron D. 
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Figure 1.5 : A feedforward connection in a multilayer network 
It is obvious that adjusting w^ wi l l not cause any change in the output state o, of 
neuron S but o^, the output state of neuron D. I f a desired activation state r^  is specified 
for neuron D，or in other words D is an output neuron, the incremental adjustment on w办 
，denoted by Aw^，shou ld be a function of o,, o^ and the output error = t^ -o^ , i.e. 
where G typically implements a gradient descent on the error measure { t ^ - o ^ f (Rumelhart 
et al, 1986). 
The situation becomes more complicated when a hidden neuron is considered. As a 
destination neuron, it does not have a readily defined target output state to be reached. In 
this case, the node error is obtained from that of the neurons in the upper layers. Such 
a backpropagation procedure of neuron errors is illustrated in Figure 1.6 . 
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Figure 1.6 : Backpropagation procedure of node errors 
Multilayer feedforward neural networks and the error backpropagation algoriihin 
(EBPA) have been applied to the recognition problems for speech and visual patterns 
(Lippmann, 1987，pp.18). In most cases it was found to provide satisfactory solutions. A 
major diff iculty that bothers the performance of EBPA is the frequent occurence of local 
optima of the least-mean-square error function since the gradient search procedure is adopred 
to adapt 
connection weights. In a classification problem, such a local optimiini is 
encountered when it is required to cluster two or more disjoint classes into one (Lippmann, 
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1987, pp.18). Once the network is stuck in a local optimum, the desired global minimum 
can never been reached unless another training session is initiated with a different ser of 
connection weights. 
Other important neural network models 
A number of neural network models have been proposed and put into practical use. 
Among the most famous ones are Hopfield's Content-Addressable Memory (Hopfield 1982), 
and Competitive Learning Model (Carpenter and Grossberg，1988). 
Hopfield's network is composed of processing units characterized by hard-limidns: 
nonlinearity. A l l signals f lowing along the interconnection paths are binary. Instead of 
being arranged into layers, all neurons are exhaustively connected. The connections can 
transmit signals in both directions with the same weight. The global behaviour of the 
network is described by a cost function including the activation states of all neurons miher 
than just a small group of them. When being used as content-addressable memorv, the 
—-
network stores a limited number of patterns each of which corresponds to a local mim'mnTn 
of the cost function. I f the network is initiated somewhere near one of the local minimnms, 
it normally converges to that minimum and shows the associated pattern in memory。 
Competitive learning model by Caipenter and Grossberg is usually mentioned together 
with the so-called Adaptive Resonance Theory. Processing units in a competitive leamine 
model are categorized into two layers. When a binary input pattern is presented at the input 
layer, matching scores are computed using feedforward connections and indicated at oatpnt 
units. Then the output unit with the maximum matching score is regarded as the leader" 
and the connections are adjusted so as to further enhance the leader and meanwhile inhibit 
the other output units. Such a leader unit represents one of the pattern clusters to be learned 
by the network. It is noted that lateral connections among procession units in the same 
layer are allowed. In multilayer feedforward networks introduced earlier, there is no any 
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communication inside neuron layers. 
Other important neural network models that should be mentioned here include: 
Kohonen's Self-Organizing Feature Maps (Kohonen, 1984), Boltzmaim Machine (Ackley, 
Himon and Sejnowski, 1985) and Fukushima's Neocognitron (Fukushima, 1980). 
1.1.3 Researches on Artificial Neural Networks in the Coming Future 
Existing artificial neural models are found inadequate to uncover all of the potential 
features of massively parallel distributive processing systems. The aims of research at the 
present time and in the coming future are mainly : 
(1) discovering, understanding and analyzing the mechanisms of learning and 
self-organization, accordingly developing effective network training strategies; 
(2) building really artificial neural systems with the assistance of advanced electronic 
technology to realize perception-related tasks，such as speech and image recognition 
and synthesizing. 
The birth of the first artificial brain is still beyond our sight In fact it is not the only 
goal of the on-going research work on neural networks. Artif icial neural networks have 
brought us many new ideas on the techniques of information representation and 
manipulation. Most of these ideas aim at complementing the inadequate aspects of 
conventional approaches instead of making a thorough-going replacement It is expected 
that the impact of such a rapidly growing paradigm wi l l be recognized in a more unrestricted 
range of disciplines . 
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1.2 INTRODUCTION TO FUZZY SETS THEORY 
1.2.1 Fuzziness, Fuzzy Sets and Membership Functions 
Uncertainties are found in many different forms in the wor ld The well-developed 
probability theory deals with a specific type of them. Probabilistic uncertainty is 
accompanied by the lack of knowledge about whether an event wi l l occur. For example, 
the uncertainty in predicting the outcome of tossing a coin is probabilistic. Despite the 
successes in many applications, probability theory has been found to be appropriate only 
in a very limited area. 
Making sharp or precise distinctions between objects is considered a difficult task. 
For example, we can hardly fix a clear boundary for the collection of old people. Are 
people of f i f ty old ？ How about fifty-five ？ In this case the uncertainty is induced by the 
descriptive word "old" which outlines a concept without elaborating the domain of its 
applicability. We refer uncertainty with such nature as vagueness or fuzziness. Fuzziness 
is usually related to concepts such as sharplessness, indistinctiveness, inexactness and so 
on. 
L.A.Zadeh (1965) introduced fuzzy sets theory as a new mathematical frameworic to 
deal with fuzzy events. Instead of looking for a precise boundary, fuzzy sets theory suggests 
means of quantitatively describing the vague one. Let us go back again to the example of 
the set of old people. Although we may have little idea about whether a particular person 
can be regarded as old or not, it is undoubted that people of 60 should have larger 
membership with respect to the concerned set than people of 40. Numerically expressing 
the membership of each object of our concern, we obtain a quantitative description for this 
fuzzy collection. 
A fuzzy set is defined with a membership function which maps the universe of 
discourse onto the closed interval [0,1]. The membership of each object in the fuzzy set 
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is graded by a real number between 0 and 1. Figure L7(a) shows a membership function 
for the fuzzy set of "old people". Age is the unique criterion for determining the membership 
grades. 
MEMBERSHIP VALUE MEMBERSHP VALUE 
1.0 - 1.0 -
0-5 I 0.5 -
0 丄 1 0 , 
0 50 100 AGE/YEAR 0 50 100 AGE/YEAA 
(a) The Fuzzy Set o f " Old Prople ” (b) The Crisp Set of All People Over 50 
Figure 1.7 : Membership functions of a fuzzy set and a crisp set 
The concept of fuzzy set is a generalization of the crisp set concerned in the 
conventional set theory. The membership function for a crisp set is in fact a two-value 
mapping. That is, function value 1 denotes the absolute membership while 0 implies the 
strict opposite. No intermediate state is defined. Figure 1.7(b) gives the membership function 
for the crisp set of all people over 50. 
The concept of fuzzy membership function not only provides a means of quantitatively 
describing fuzzy events but also supports the quantitative manipulation of them. Based on 
the membership function, some figures and measures can be defined to reflect the properties 
of a fuzzy event. Appropriate operations and modifications on the membership function, 
on the other hand, accomplish the variations of such fuzzy properties. 
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1.2.2 Applications of Fuzzy Sets 
Some people may argue that the concept of fuzzy sets tends to complicate the real 
world objects since a fuzzy membership function, which may even be continuously valued, 
seems to be much clumsier than a word like "old" in our natural languages. The point is 
that natural languages can not be processed with the well-established mathematical tools 
unless they are converted into some proper forms. In such a quantification procedure there 
must be loss of information. Modelling with fuzzy membership functions preserves the 
vagueness for the concept domains with the cost of increasing numerical complexity. 
The applications of fuzzy sets theory have been abundant The most successful one 
is found in pattern recognition and clustering. The theory of fuzzy sets is closely related 
to that of pattern recognition for the fact that most classes in the real-world problems are 
fuzzy in nature. Let us consider the two pattern classes shown as follows (Hgure 1.8). 
\ 、 。。•丨 
Figure 1.8 : Fuzzy pattern classes 
Given an object pattern p in the shadow area, we are not able to tell which of the 
target classes it belongs to. In fact the object p owns a certain degree of membership to 
V 
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each of these two classes. In this case both of the classes C^ and C^ are regarded as fuzzy 
sets. In Bezdek (1981) a series of classification techniques for such fuzzy pattern classes 
are formulated and discussed. 
Other application areas of fuzzy sets theory include decision making in management, 
industrial control, earthquake forecasting and many others (Klir and Folger, 1988). 
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CONNECTIVE SUMMARY 
In this chapter we have provided some background knowledge about two promising 
research areas, namely the fuzzy sets theory and artificial neural networks. Both of them 
wi l l be deeply concerned in the rest of this thesis. The content of this introductory chapter, 
though by no means comprehensive, is originated from a number of literatures which are 
extremely important for the author to synthesize his centralized approach. In the next chapter 
such a synthesizing process wi l l be presented clearly. 
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CHAPTER 2 LEARNING WITH FUZZY INFORMATION 
— T H E APPROACH OF THIS WORK 
This work is mainly concerned with two advanced research areas which have been 
introduced in the previous chapter. Both artificial neural networks and the concept of fuzzy 
sets emphasize on effective methods of expressing, modelling and processing with the 
inherent complexities and uncertainties in the natural world. The former suggests a new 
computation paradigm to deal with the massiveness of incoming data while the latter 
provides a tool of quantifying ill-definedness or vagueness. Our work presented here 
attempts to utilize the major issues from both of these two frameworks. More precisely, 
we are going to investigate the neural network models working with vague or imprecisely 
defined objects which are encoded with the language of fuzzy sets theory. 
Having provided some background knowledge in the previous chapter，we are now 
ready for concentrating back on the work of our own in the rest of this thesis. The current 
chapter is composed of five sections. In the first of them correspondences are built between 
the concepts of decision making processes, pattern associating and pattern classification. 
Then it is shown that artificial neural networks are good at realizing complicated pattern 
associating tasks of which various classification problems occupies a large portion. This 
also implies that neural networks are appropriate candidates for artificial learning decision 
systems. In Section 2.3 fuzziness encountered in practical decision making processes is 
concerned. The concept of membership functions in fuzzy sets theory is used to encode 
such a specific type of uncertainties. In Section 2.4 learning strategies with the quantified 
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fuzzy information are discussed and a central approach is accordingly concluded. In the 
last section of this chapter we attempt to clarify the approach adopted in our work and 
summarize the contributing contents collected in the following chapters, 
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2.1 DECISION MAKING, PATTERN ASSOCIATING 
AND PATTERN CLASSIFiCATJON 
Decision making in a varying environment occupies a large portion of our everyday 
life. It means a process through which raw information is converted into real actions (Felsen. 
1973’ pp.95). Most decision processes are naturally formed and therefore are quite difficult 
to analyze and control precisely. There are also not simple and inclusive descriptions for 
them since our knowledge is often restricted to pieces of outside observations on them. 
Despite the mentioned difficulties, the automation of decision processes in recurrent 
situations is indeed desirable for the society which is characterised by rapidly growine 
information technology. Contemporary digital computers exhibit much higher capability of 
information handling than human beings. Human minds may become absolutely incapable 
in situations where a large number of decision variables are concerned. Many complex 
decision problems must rely upon powerful machines which are equipped with fast 
processing speed and reliable storage. 
In general a practical decision making system can be represented as a black box shown 
in Figure 2.1. The internal mechanisms of decision are usually hidden from us. What we 
readily know are some sort of input-output relations of the systenL 
——*剛鄉船ii——\ 
DECISION VARIABLES • ‘ 、 ； > DECiSKDN PATTERN 
( 匪 暖 
Figure 2.1 : A simple functional illustration of a decision system 
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Various outcomes of both the input decision variables or parameters and resulted 
decision output are often described in terms of patterns. Being presented with a set of input 
variables, which together form an input pattern, a particular output pattern is produced to 
represent the resulted system decision. In this way a decision system is functionally 
equivalent to a pattern associator. It makes decisions by examining whether the system 
input fits some prescribed templates or not. This simple concept is claimed valid for most 
of the real world decision systems ( Felsen, 1973，pp.4). 
In general a decision system performs a many-to-one mapping of patterns. That is, 
each of the decision patterns ( output from the system ) corresponds to a large number of 
input patterns. In the extreme case the input patterns are continuous and thus a decision 
pattern is associated with a decision region which contains infinite number of input patterns. 
A decision region may be composed of several separate parts as shown in Figure 2.2. 
X i 
； Figure 2.2 : An example of two-dimensional decision regions 
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A further correspondence can be easily identified between the processes of decision 
making and pattern classification. The input patterns that result in the same decision pattern 
together compose one of the target classes. To make decision for a given input partem then 
unfolds into two steps: (1) identifying to which of the target classes the partem belong; (2) 
choosing the particular output pattern associated with the class to indicate the system 
decision. 
The ability to leam or adapt is one of the most fundamental attributes of intellisent 
behaviour. It was also been suggested that decision making can be pictured as a dynamic 
learning process ( Felsen, 1973, pp.3 ). Initially the system knows little about the desired 
decision regions. It can not decide correctly with which of the decision patterns a given 
input pattern should be associated. The system then leams from the results of past decisions 
and accordingly readjust itself continuously to attain better performance. 
One of the basic learning strategies which are found in both natural and machine 
learning behaviour is by seeking information from examples. For a decision making system, 
each of these examples employs an input pattern extracted from one of the concerned 
decision regions. Such example patterns or training patterns usually have their corresponding 
decision patterns readily known. By comparing the actual system responses with the desired 
ones，the system is adjusted and hereby leams more about the task. 
亀 
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2.2 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS AS LEARNING DECISION SYSTEMS 
Artificial neural networks are capable of accomplishing advanced pattern associating 
tasks and hence are appropriate for building complicated decision systems (Lippmann, 1987). 
The artificial neurons in a neural network are usually categorized into some functional groups 
among which there must be one responsible for communicating with the environment When 
being used as a pattern associator, the network receives input patterns through a group of 
input neurons while the corresponding output patterns appear as the activation states of a 
group of output neurons (Figure 2.3). 
INPUT NEURONS 
r ： ^ — — I 
！ / i 力乂〇 OUTPUT NEURONS 
DECISION 丨 A ) O i j 
VARIABLES i ^ o H ^ X V \ ！ • 
I X D i i \ x H - U ^ 
• • 」 y \ ^ i T / 丨 OUTPUT 
\ O - ^ x I ^ H ^ - ^ V i i DECISION Figure 2.3 : Artificial neural network performing as a decision making system 
The example in Figure 2.4 explains the operation of a multilayer neural network as a 
decision making system. The input neurons are simply all-pass devices while the hidden 
unit and output unit are governed by hardlimiting nonlinearity with the threshold values 
written in the circles. With the labelled connection strengths, the network realizes the logic 
operation XOR with the truth-table shown in Table 2.1. 
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ALL PASS ELEMENTS 
/ : 
X2 丨 y= Xi © X , 
\ » S I 、 I 
\ : 
\ I i \ I I \ I 、、‘ 1 
HARDLIMITERS WfTH 
THE THRESHOLD SHOWN 
INSIDE THE CIRCLE _ 0 j ^ 
THRESHXD 
Figure 2.4 : A multilayer neural network performing logic X〇R operation 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
Table 2.1 : Truth-table of the XOR operation 
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Learning in an artificial neural network means changes of the interconnection weights 
and neuron characteristics in the sense that they enable the system to do some jobs more 
effectively and efficiently. Initially the interconnection weights are randomly selected and 
the network does not have any knowledge about the tasks that it is going to perform. Then 
a set of example patterns are presented to the network's input neurons and cause the 
purposeful adaptation of the system parameters. The training process is conducted until the 
system performance reaches a prescribed level. 
The adaptation process for an artificial neural network is essentially accomplished by 
knowledge accumulation. The incremental change of a system parameter is induced for 
each of the presented example patterns. Such increments either strengthen or weaken the 
current connections. Continuously presenting training patterns results in an ultimate change 
of this parameter that sums up all of those individual adjustments. I f the adjustments made 
in successive iterations tend to cancel each other out, which means that the proposed 
adaptation directions are in conflict with each other, the resulted summation causes very 
small change of the system parameter. In the opposite case, the individual adjustments aim 
at the same direction of adaptation and therefore produce a large summation to change the 
system parameter. In consequence, the trained network is more familiar with the features 
which are more frequently found in the presented example patterns. 
In the example of XOR problem there are four different input patterns which are 
associated with two target output values 0 and 1 (see Table 2.1). The decision regions are 
illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
It is observed that each of the four template patterns forms a decision region itself. 
Two of them, namely (0 0广 and (1 1)^, are associated with a common target output y = 0 
and the other two with y = 1. As a classification problem, there are two pattern classes 
each of which contains two different input pattern. Training of an XOR network requires 
the repetitive sweeps over all of the four patterns. I f any one of them is presented more 
frequently, the network certainly performs better on it. 
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X2 
(。’i) I I Q (1,1) 
O i " X . 
(0.0) (1.0) 
Figure 2.5 : Decision regions concerned in the XOR problem 
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2.3 FUZZINESS IN DECISION MAKING PROCESSES 
Meeting uncertainty is unavoidable in decision making processes. One basic form of 
such uncertainty accounts for the imprecise definitions of decision regions. A decision 
region usually contains a large number of input patterns which may exhibit very different 
characteristics. Deviations from patterns to patterns induce fuzziness in the domain of this 
decision region. The structure of well-separated decision regions shown in Figure 2.2 are 
seldom encountered in practical situations. Instead it is often difficult to determine whether 
certain input patterns should lead to a particular decision or not For example, each of the 
handwritten characters shown in Figure 2.6 can be recognized as several different prototypes. 
The first one looks like either the Arabic numeral "6" or the English letter "b". Similar 
problem occurs for the others. 
L ^ ^ 
, ( a ) b or 6 ? (b) A or H ? (c) 9 or g ? 
Figure 2.6 : Examples of fuzzy patterns 
The difficulties in determining absolute membership may be resolved by tolerating the 
existence of intermediate membership levels (cf. Section 1.2). The concerned decision 
regions can be modelled as fuzzy classes of input patterns. Thus each decision region is 
characterized with a fuzzy membership function. The membership function defines a grade 
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of membership for each of the input patterns in the universal pattern space. Conversely 
each input pattern is accompanied with -a set of membership values with respect to all of 
the decision regions. The membership values are restricted to the closed interval [0,1]. 
Suppose that we have N different decision patterns ...， (cf. Section 
2.2). Each of these patterns represents a-specific action responded by the decision system. 
— ^ 
For the c-th target pattern d。X, denotes the corresponding fuzzy class of input patterns. 
Let the grade of membership associated with an input pattern be denoted by a vector —• 
( 了 
Mr = y^hp . . . ，where measures the membership with respect to X^ . 
In the context of decision making, }1。，夕 also measures to what extent is associated with —» 
decision pattern d,. Such a fuzzy description for decision regions is in fact a generalization 
of the crisp case just like that from crisp set to fuzzy set. The input pattern ？ 、 c a n be 
uniquely categorized into a particular decision region by letting the corresponding component 
¥ 
of [ip be 1 and the others be 0. 
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2.4 LEARNING WITH FUZZY INFORMATION 
Firstly let us recall the reinforcement learning in artificial neural network models. It 
means the successive strengthening or weakening of connection weights as consequences of 
the continuous presentations of training patterns. Through such a step-by-step adaptation, 
the network leams more and more about the desirable decision regions. 
I f the concerned decision regions are readily separated by non-fuzzy boundaries, each 
of the training patterns is associated with one of the target decision patterns without any 
uncertainty. Two facets of network training in such an environment are then identified as 
follows: 
1) For training patterns associated with the same decision pattern, the network treats them 
equally regardless of their individual characteristics. 
2) The presentation of each training pattern contributes to the construction of its 
originating decision region only. 
Treating all of the training patterns equally is obviously undesirable i f these patterns 
exhibit severely variable characteristics. Different training patterns may have different 
membership values with respect to a particular decision region or pattern class. The grade 
of membership of an input pattern measures the importance of this pattern in representing 
this particular pattern class. Patterns with higher grades membership are thought to be more 
representative than those with lower grades. It is undoubtedly reasonable for the network 
to pay more attention to these key elements when learning to extract the features of pattern 
classes. 
In addition, i f the concerned decision regions are separated by imprecisely defined 
boundaries, a selected training pattern may be simultaneously equipped with the features of 
several different regions. Consequently it should contribute to the formation of each of 
these decision regions in the learning system. Again the grades of membership of this 
pattern are used to determine the extents of such contributions. 
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The above discussion suggests some useful strategies for learning with a priori known 
fuzzy information. For a training pattern 7⑷ presented to a learning system, each of the 
target pattern classes specifies one particular objective of learning. Let the membership of 
with respect to the class X, be denoted by Then an ultimate learning objective is 
concluded by summing up those individual ones. The grades of membership of J^) are 
used to weigh the corresponding objective terms in the summation. 
Bezdek (1981) formulates a class of clustering algorithms based on the optimization 
of the following sum-square functional 
J, = 1 1 . ([I, J d \ ^ \ x；) (2.1) 
P c 
where d(x^ \X, ) measures the distance (typically Euclidean) from the pattern P^) to the class 
X。q is a parameter that controls the fuzziness of the resulted clusters. 
In such an objective function the fuzzy membership values are used to weigh the 
individual objectives of the concerned associating task. Specifically the individual objective 
function for target class X: is given by and the corresponding weight is 
determined by the grade of membership of in X,, The stronger the associating relation 
between ？ ) and X, is，the more important position it has in the ultimate objective function 
Jr 
The approach of weighing objective functions by membership values has also been 
discussed in Kl i r and Folger (1988)’ pp.256. 
Most of the commonly used learning algorithms essentially implement optimization 
procedure for certain prescribed objective functions (for example, the EBPA introduced in 
Section 1.L2). In each training cycle the system being trained moves along a direction 
which compromises those required by individual objectives. Consider the two conflicting 
directions of system adaptation shown in Figure 2.7(a). Each of these directions is associated 
with the requirement of a particular optimization objective. I f an training pattern ？ 
equipped with a membership vector jl^ = = (0.4 0.6fis presented to train the 
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system, the resulted adapting direction is shown in Figure 2.7(b). This direction leads to a 
learning objective which is the weighed "sum of objective A and B. On the other hand, i f 
we quantize the membership vector as (0 1,，i.e. ignore the fuzzy relation that is 
comparatively weak and meanwhile enhance the stronger one, the resulted adaptation 




(a) Two Conflicting Directions of System Adaptation 
OBJECTIVE A 
THE RESULTED ；^ 
LEARNING OBJECTIVE Z , 
OBJECTIVE B ' ' 
(b) The Adaptation Direction Compromised 
Using Fuzzy Membership Values 
OBJECTIVE A z 
OBJECTIVE B 一 Z 
THE RESULTED 
LEARNING OBJECTIVE 
(c) The Adaptation Direction Without Considering 
• the Fuzzy Information { Quantized Membership Values ) 
Figure 2.7 : To resolve conflicts by using weighed objectives 
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Learning is a process of knowledge acquisition. A decision system leams about the 
desired decision regions from training patterns. The effectiveness of the learning process 
therefore depends on whether the employed training patterns can appropriately describe their 
associated decision regions and provide the maximum amount of information for the system. 
The grades of membership for the training patterns are thought as useful information since 
they help to characterize the composition of decision regions in more detail. Hence the 
learning strategy proposed above claims an improvement in learning efficiency by making 
use of some additional information which is not included in the conventional approaches. 
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2.5 THE FORMULATION OF OUR APPROACH 
In the previous sections of this chapter we have discussed on some connective ideas 
among several relevant subjects. Our ultimate and broad objective is to develop effective 
methods to deal with the troublesome uncertainties in the real world with the assistance of 
advanced computer technology. The present thesis proposes a somewhat intuitive trial 
towards our global direction even though it starts only the first several steps. 
In the following discussion we focus our attention on a category of learning decision 
systems realized using artificial neural network models. Such decision systems are regarded 
functionally identical to pattern associators and also pattern classifiers (see Section 2,1). 
Besides，the uncertainties induced by the imprecise definitions of objects are of our major 
concern. To achieve effective learning for a priori known fuzzy information in a neural 
network, the conventional training algorithms needs to be altered As mentioned in Section 
2.4，one way of including fuzziness in the training procedure for a decision system is to 
modify the learning objectives with the fuzzy membership functions governing the training 
patterns. Compared with the conventional approaches, the proposed training strategy makes 
use of some additional information about the composition of the pattern classes. In other 
words，systems trained in this way are more knowledgeable about the assigned tasks. 
The occurence of fuzziness usually degrades the performance of a learning decision 
system since it may mislead the system adaptation to some undesirable direction. We have 
suggested a training method to reduce such effects. The ability of a system to reject the 
disturbances of uncertainties or noises is referred as robustness. Therefore our efforts are 
focused on improving the robustness of decision systems by adopting training methods that 
accomodate to the real nature of concerned problems. 
Multilayer feedforward neural networks equipped with error backpropagation algorithm 
have been regarded as effective solutions for complicated decision making problems. We 
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attempt to extend their applicability so as to accomodate fuzzy events in the natural world. 
For this purpose the underlying optimization technique wi l l be modified as we have proposed 
earlier. 
By purposefully connecting the ideas that we have come across in this chapter, we 
obtain a feasible approach as in Figure 2.8. The coming chapters wi l l certainly follows this 
approach and hereby give some fruitful implications for our ultimate objective, that is, to 
find better ways of dealing with the real world uncertainties. 
THE REAL WORLD 
丨 丨 厂 — 
TOOLS THAT DEAL WITH 
THE REAL WORLD PROBLEMS 
/ ) E C I S I O N N F FUZZY SETS \ 
(^騰 M 
^ A ^ ― - X 目 
/ \ / MULTILAYER NEURAL \ r ^ 
/ \ NETWORK AND ERROR j f ^ 
PATTERN \ I B A C K P R O P A G A T I O N j 丨 二 
CLASSIFIER \ ALGORITHM (EBPA) J 口 
^ PATTERN \ -^REALIZATiON 
ASSOC LATOR JT 
Y / X T H E COJTRAL APPROACH \ 
^ ^ 夕 / IN THE THESIS : \ 
MODIFYING THE LEARNING \ 
OBJECTIVES OF EBPA WITH I 
\ FUZZY MEMBERSHIP I=UNCTK>JS j 
Figure 2.8 : The formulation of our approach in this work 
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CONNECTIVE SUMMARY 
In this chapter we have formulated a basic approach which wi l l be followed by our 
work presented in the subsequent chapters. This approach wi l l be realized on the well-known 
multilayer neural network model and the error backpropagation algorithm. In Chapter 3 a 
fuzzy EBPA wi l l be proposed with mathematical derivation. Various methods of attaining 
fuzzy membership functions for the training patterns are also discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 
4 collects numerical examples which serve to investigate the performance of the fuzzy 
algorithnx Then in the last chapter commenting discussions and conclusions wi l l be given. 
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CHAPTER 3 A MODIFIED BACKPROPAGATION ALGORITHM 
FOR MULTILAYER FEEDFORWORD NETWORKS 
The central approach formulated in the last chapter is now ready for further 
investigation in real applications. The underlying theoretical foundations wi l l be synthesized 
through the study of a particular model. In this chapter our interests are restricted to decision 
systems with learning capability which can be realized by the combination of multilayer 
neural networks and the well-known error backpropagation algorithm (EBPA). 
EBPA is also referred as the generalized delta rule (Rumelhart et al, 1986). It 
represents a main stream in the on-going study of artificial neural models. That is, the 
adaptation activity of inter-connection weights is regarded as an optimization procedure on 
some analytically defined objective functions. Thus the conventional descent methods for 
optimum searching serve as the most important theoretical basis on which the adaptation 
rules are derived. 
To accommodate a multilayer neural network to probably encountered fuzzy 
environment, modifications on the conventional training algorithm wi l l be introduced in the 
current chapter. The altered version adopts an objective function weighed by fuzzy 
membership values of the presented training patterns, which is very similar to that adopted 
in Bezdek's clustering algorithms (cf. Section 2.4). Then a set of adaptation rules is attained 
following the same procedures as that for the conventional EBPA. 
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The present chapter is divided into four sections as follows. The first one provides 
some preliminary knowledge and declares the basic notations that wi l l be used in our 
analysis. Section 3.2 shows a reviewing derivation of the generalized delta rule (i.e. the 
EBPA ) given in Rumelhart et al (1986). A modified error backpropagation algorithm 
named fuzzy EBPA is proposed with mathematical derivation in Section 3.3. Then we end 
this chapter with some discussion on several specific aspects of the new training algorithrtL 
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3.1 PRELIMINARIES 
A typical multilayer neural network with forward-feeding interconnections is shown 
in Figure 3.1. As an illustrative example, only two hidden layers are drawn in the network. 
• • Om 
G Q O - — - WITH SIGMOiDAL 
\ / f NONLINEARITY 
I / 
• O O ALL-PASS ELEMENTS 
X i . . . Xn 
Figure 3.1 : A four-layer feedforward network 
The input layer is composed of n neurons through which the n components of an input 
pattern =(义！⑷ x^^ . •. f fan out to feed the subsequent upper layer (or the first 
hidden layer). The input neurons serve as all-pass devices which are supposed not to alter 
the incoming signals. 
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On the other hand, neurons in the upper layers employ more advanced transformation 
characteristics. For a neuron labelled with the small letter j in an upper layer, we have 
Oj 二 fjiSj) 
where Sj denotes the total stimulus to j ’ Oj the corresponding neuron output and fj{Sj) 
a nonlinear activation function. We also assume that j ] is nondecreasing and differendable 
with respect to Sj ’ i.e. df人Sj)/dSj > 0 (Rumelhart et Al, 1986，pp.325). 
A useful activation function, which is popularly known as the sigmoidal function, is 
shown in Figure 3.2. Analytically we have 
/A )=—^： (3.1) 
1 + e 】 
Then the first derivative of f人Sj、is evaluated as 
df人Sj) e’ 
- 7 ^ = (3.2) 
叫 {l + e 0 
Since 
we can express the derivative in terms of Oj as 





-10 -5 0 5 10 S j 
Figure 3.2 : Sigmoidal activation function for artificial neurons 
Let the weighing factor governing the forward connection from neuron i to neuron j 
be Wji. Then the total stimulus Sj to neuron j is given by, 
^ 二 ( 3 . 4 ) 
i 
where Oi is the output from neuron i in the subsequent lower layer to neuron j and Qj 
is known as a biasing element for neuron j . Oj can be treated as the weighing factor 
governing an incoming connection for neuron j that is supplied with a unity input signal 
(see Figure 3.3) since we can rewrite equation 3.4 as 
Sj = Z y^yfii + 6 - 1 
X 
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Figure 3.3 : Total stimulus to a neuron and the biasing element 9 
The activation states of neurons at a particular moment are determined by the input 
pattern which is currently presented to the network. For a particular input pattern P^)，the 
induced input signal and output response for neuron j are denoted by sj^) and o , ) 
respectively. 
Supervised learning of a multilayer neural network includes the successive 
presentations of a sequence of example patterns or training patterns. As for the network 
output，a set of target or reference patterns, denoted by { ?i，？2，.•，？"} ’ are defined prior 
to training. The class of input patterns associated with the target is denoted by X , ( c f . 
Section 2.3). The k出 component f。）of a target pattern 7, specifies the desirable state for 
the k山 neuron in the output layer. 
I f the concerned pattern classes are well-defined and involve no fuzziness, each of the 
training patterns is associated with only one target pattern (cf. Section 2.3). Specifically 
the desired output pattern for is denoted by where 7^) = ?。for some c < N , 
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For fuzzy pattern classes or decision regions, the associating relations between P^) and 
the N target patterns can be described using a membership vector 
~ ^ T 
M-p = (M-i.p . . . ) . That is, ？^) has a fuzzy membership value of ^ with 
respect to the pattern class X^. 
In the following section a review on the conventional error backpropagation algorithm 
is provided. 
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3.2 THE ERROR BACKPROPAGATION ALGORITHM ( EBPA ) 
The idea of error propagation in a multilayer neural network was explained briefly in 
Section 1.1.2. When a training pattern is presented to the input neurons, the incremental 
adjustment on the strength of a particular forward connection is determined by the current 
activation state of the source neuron and a node error locally defined at the destination 
neuron (equation 1.1). Such a node error indicates the amount of correction to be made on 
the current state of this destination neuron. These node errors are propagated backwards in 
the network so that all of the interconnection weights are modified Rumelhart et al (1986) 
worked out the generalized delta rule as an analytical expression of the error backpropagation 
procedure. In this section we just give a reviewing derivation for this well-known training 
algorithm. 
The generalized delta rule attempts to implement a descent procedure on the following 
sum-square error function, 
叫 p r - 們 2 ( 3 . 5 ) 
The bracketed subscript "(/?)” indicates that the error function is evaluated specifically for 
the input pattern P ) . To approximate the gradient descent method, we must set the 
adjustment on a specific connection weight w^ y as (see Rumelhan et al, 1986, pp.325), 
《 ” . ( 3 . 6 ) V崎j J 
where T| is referred 
as learning rate which controls the step size of each adaptation. 
Differentiating E⑷ with respect to and applying the chain rule, we obtain 
do?) ds,⑷ 
dojt⑷ dst^) dwkj 
J E ^ ^ ⑷ 
• - ⑩ ( 3 . 7 ) 
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Therefore we should adjust the incoming connection weights and the biasing element for 
neuron j as -
A < = T I . S 〜 ） （3.8a) 
A e , = - 5 ^ . 1 (3.8 办） 
where the node error 5?) at neuron k is defined by 
dE� dor . 
二 一 W W (3.9) 
As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, the node errors S产s can be found in a way of backward 
propagation. The k出 neuron in the output layer has its activation state o]f、directly related 
to E⑷ by equation 3.5. Consequently we have 
s ) = - ( ⑵ 
and then 
3，涂.(〜” （3.10) 
For a neuron not in the output layer, chain rule is adopted again. That is, 
where the subscript k is used to denote the neurons in the immediately subsequent upper 




Also by the definition of as in equation 3.9， we substitute for the two factors in 
equation 3.11 and obtain 
and then 
(3.12) 
Equation 3.8，3.10 and 3.12 together compose a set of adaptation rules for a typical 
multilayer feedforward network. The resulted adjustments are aimed at improving the 
network responses for a particular training pattern. The whole learning process may contain 
the presentations of a number of such training patterns and hereby sums up the change 
caused in each individual iteration. 
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3.3 A MODIFIED EBPA LEARNING WITH A PRIORI FUZZY INFORMATION 
The error backpropagation algorithm described above assumes that the pattern classes 
do not contain any fuzziness. In other words, each input pattern is associated with only 
one target output pattern. Conversely each of the target patterns corresponds to a class of 
such input patterns. For two different training patterns from the same class or associated 
with the same target, the algorithm treats them equally regardless of their dissimilar grades 
of membership. In this section we want to extend the conventional backpropagation 
algorithm to include fuzzy features of the concerned decision regions. The principle of 
weighing objectives by membership functions wi l l be employed to construct a compromised 
objective function (cf. Section 2.5). The adaptation rules are then derived using the same 
method as in Section 3.2. 
3.3.1 The Membership-Weighed Objective Function 
In the conventional backpropagation algorithm, the network output error is defined as 
the difference of the actual output P ) from a prescribed target as in equatioii 3.5. This 
target represents one of the input pattern classes. I f fuzziness in the pattern classes is taken 
into account, there would be no such readily confirmed target. Each input pattern may be 
associated to certain extent with each of the N target patterns or the corresponding pattern 
class. Then we evaluate the individual output error for each target pattern as， 
五 ， 厂 們 2， C = l ， 2 ， … , N (3.13) 
The N sum-square error functions together propose a multi-objective optimization 
problem. Some components in the objective vector, namely ^ ^ = • • E j f Y ’ 
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may be in conflict with the other ones. A satisfactory solution for this problem is expected 
to compromise among the individual goals. In the context of system adaptation, the solution 
appears as a set of effective adaptation rules. 
Scalarizing the objective vector is the first step of dealing with multi-objective 
problems since more powerful tools are available for scalar problem than vector problem 
(Pascoletti and Serafini, 1984). Among the various strategies of scalarization, we adopt the 
method of objective weighing. That is, the scalarized objective is determined by the sum 
total of the single objective functions together with corresponding weighing factors. These 
weighing factors reflect the preference positions of corresponding objectives. Objectives with 
heavier weights are more significant in determining the adaptation of system. 
For the pattern classification problem of our concern, the membership values 
accompanying training patterns are appropriate candidates for the objective weights. An 
input pattern with high membership to a particular class is certainly regarded as a good 
representative for this class. But meanwhile its importance with respect to the other classes 
is not ignored. 
Accordingly we define the following scalarized error function, 
E ⑷ = S O U 梵 ) = 圣 厂 們 2 (3.14) 
c ^ c k 
In the next section a set of adaptation rules wi l l be derived to perform a descent 
procedure on this scalarized objective function. 
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3.3.2 The Fuzzy Error Backpropagation Algorithm 
Following the same line of approach as that in Section 3.2, we firstly evaluate the 
derivative dE⑷丨dw^j as follows, 
J 
where 
⑷ 二 一竺 ) d ^ 
‘一 3必）ds?) 
For the k'^ output neuron, 
c 
and hence 
d o � 
= ?(‘)'(:。，广們 （3.15) 
It is observed that the node errors become again the weighed summarion of that needed 
for individual objectives. In other words, a compromised descent directioii is determined to 
replace the one that aims at achieving only one single objective as in equation 3.10, 
The node errors at the output neurons are then propagated backwards again according 
to equation 3.12, i.e. 
" ^ 、 等 . ？ 及 (3.12) 
where j labels a neuron in an inner layer. The propagation procedure does not terminate 
until the input layer is reached. Having attained the node error for each of the neurons, we 
then adjust the connection weights and biasing elements by equation 3.8. 
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Table 3.1 gives a comparison between the conventional EBPA and ihe proposed fuzzy 
version by listing their corresponding adaptation equations and expressions. It is found that 
the propagation procedures of node errors 5t)，s are exactly the same for the two algorithms 
and the underlying deviation relies on the definition of node errors for the output neurons. 
The Conventional EBPA The Modified EBPA 
Objective E ⑷ = \ - o^^f where =要 iCu , . ^ / I f c , , 一 o ^ V 
Function P ) = for some 1 <c <N 
Adaptation … ⑷ ,Or) 
E一。 n s 涂 ( 、 ⑷ 為 队 八 广 。 ” 
for output neurons, and for output neurons, and 
for neurons in the inner lavers 
Table 3.1 : Comparison Between the Conventional and the Modified EBPA 
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3.4 DISCUSSION ON THE PROPOSED FUZZY EBPA 
3.4.1 Methods of Determining Membership Functions 
The proposed training algorithm is more like a generalized version of the conventional 
EBPA rather than a modified one. This generalization can be traced back to that of the 
conventional concept of crisp set (Table 3.2). Equation 3.15 wi l l become exactly the same 
as 3.10 i f we let = 1 for some 1 and = 0 for aU c ^^  c*, which means that 
the pattern classes become crisp. 
Crisp set — only two Fuzzy set — intermediate 
membership levels defined membership levels are 
and no intermediate one is allowed, including the two 
allowed extreme ones (cf. Section 1.2) 
Crisp pattern class — each Fuzzy pattern class — each 
input pattern is certainly input pattern may be 
associated with only one associated to certain extent 
target class with each of the target class 
(cf. Section 2.4) 
The conventional EBPA — The fuzzy EBPA — learning 
learning to classify crisp with a priori fuzzy 
patterns information about the pattern 
classes 
Table 3.2 : The generalization from crisp concepts to the fuzzy ones 
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The procedure of generalization is usually accompanied with the increase of complexity 
since more variant situations are considered. Compared with the conventional EBPA, the 
proposed training algorithm utilizes additional information about the target pattern classes. 
Membership values owned by a training pattern inform the network of the relative positions 
of this particular element in the classes. Thus better performance in making decisions is 
expected for such a knowledgeable system. 
The fuzzy information considered in the modified EBPA is in the form of membership 
values of training patterns. A question then arises to doubt whether such information is 
available during the time of training or how we can determine the membership values for 
the employed training patterns. I f the membership functions used for network trainins 
inappropriately describe the pattern classes, the desired associating tasks can never be 
satisfactorily accomplished. 
Both empirical and theoretical methods have been developed for the determination of 
membership functions. In some situations membership functions are based on subjective 
perceptions (Kl ir and Folger, 1988，pp.287-290). For example, membership function of the 
fuzzy set of "beautiful girls" may be very differently defined from one observer to another. 
The membership value assigned to a specific object (a girl in this case) depends on the 
observer's personal experience, his psychological background and so on. On the other hand 
empirical determination of membership functions may also be performed by analysing 
experimental data (Leung, 1981). 
In the context of pattern recognition, membership functions are closely related to the 
concepts of similarity measure and distance. Given two pattern vectors and their 
Euclidean distance is defined as, 
艰 1)，P))=[:^CX/1)-X/2>)2]W (3.1 ⑦ 
which measures the degree of difference between the patterns. 
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The membership values accompanying a training pattern are determined based on its 
similarity with some prescribed templates in the concerned classes. Such templates serve as 
the most representative elements for the corresponding classes. They may be either real 
patterns or unreal ones defined according to the characteristics of individual classes. The 
template pattern, for example, is usually defined to be the average of all of the pattern 
vectors in a class in case that no knowledge about the class except for the patterns themselves 
is provided. 
Without much loss of generality, we assume one template pattern for each class. Let 
the template pattern vector be denoted by r , for the pattern class X。, Then the distance from 
an input pattern to X, is defined as\ 
= (3.17) 
where is given by equation 3.16. 
Table 3.3 collects some existing theoretical methods of determining membership 
functions based on the concept of similarity measures. The first method by Pal et al was 
adopted to build speech recognition systems and the second one was studied by Bezdek in 
pattern clustering problems. The last formula in Table 3.3 originates from the author of 
this thesis. 
There has been no collective study concerning this specific topic of constructing fuzzy 
membership functions. However, some general properties can still be concluded from the 
formulae listed above: i) the grade of membership must decrease with increasing distance 
from the templates; i i ) the membership values for the templates must be 1，i.e. the mflYimnTn 
1 For a pattern class with more than one t e m p l a t e s ， = min{ where 
r f denotes the 产 template of X� . 
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Methods Remarks 
^ 二 {i,卜(化)]T 
L [_ 」J see Pal et al (1978) 
^ 二 1 / 对 P U j 
'，P see Bezdek (1981) 
Table 3.3 : Theoretical methods for the determination of membership functions 
It is suggested (Klir and Folger, 1988’ pp.283) that the membership vector 
— • 
M-p = (M-i.p . • • 11n，p f can be normalized such that, 
= 1 (3.18) c 
The second method in Table 3.3 has already satisfied equation 3.18. For an unnormalized 
membership vector, denoted by j l '^, we may normalize it as, 
h 
Many other methods have been proposed for determining fuzzy membership functions. 
Most of them are problem-dependent and few general rules have been found. In the 
simulation examples of Chapter 4，we wi l l use some of the analytical formulae listed above. 
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3.4.2 Fuzzy EBPA Alters the Effective Target Patterns 
A set of target patterns that are commonly used for multilayer feedforward networks 
and the backpropagation algorithm is defined as follows， 
where N is the number of neurons in the output layer, and 
= j l if k = c 
�’"=lo if kite 
That is，for the c出 class, the c由 neuron in the output layer is expected to show an activation 
state of 1 while the others show 0. In other words, each of the output neurons represents 
one of the pattern classes. I f the c出 output neuron is excited in the presence of an input 
pattern ？^ )，we classify P ) into the class X,. 
Substituting the above target pattern into equation 3.15 and rearranging the summation 
term, we have 
d o � 
^ C � 
The network approaches to its steady state when the node errors 5^)’s tend to zero 
and no adaptation is needed on the inter-connection weights. Let 
w c � 




In the case of g 二 1 and for normalized membership values, we have .Ui，’ that 
is，the actual desired state of the k出 output neuron for an training pattern F力 is equal to 
the membership value of P^) with respect to the pattern class X,. Such an alteration of 
effective target output patterns is illustrated in Figure 3.4. In this example, we assume 5 
pattern classes each of which corresponds to a specific neuron in the output layer. We also 
assume a membership vector as ^ ^ = (02 0.4 0.15 0.1 0.05): It is observed that 
larger values of q make the target states closer to the either 0 or 1. In other words the 
parameter q controls the degree of fuzziness contained in the training patterns. For q = 如 , 
the training procedure just becomes crisp. 
‘ ,DESIRED OUTPUT STATES 
1 _ q=5 
q=3 / \ / 
0.8 - A.- -., \ 
/..•• \ q=2 
0.6 - V • / \ 
0.4- 一 ...•众 q-1 
么 , 二 一 - 、 、 . 二 9 = 0 . 5 
0.2 ？ 、 、 , \ 、 : 、 、 / 
.‘令 
/ y.；...... •： ：：：.一〜〜〜 
0 ； V . ....：.：： .：：：•：-：：：〜一 
_ > — . ‘ • - .. -•，•••-: 
‘ 卞 十 • 
^ ^ NEURON 1 ^ ^ NEURON 2 ^ ^ NEURON 3 ^ ^ NEURON4 ^ ^ ^ J ^ s 
. / 1 \ /1\ /1\ /1\ /1\ 
Figure 3.4 ： Alteration of the desired output pattern 
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3-4.3 Estimating the Learning Rates rj Required for Fuzzy EBPA 
Properly selecting the value of learning rate T] (equation 3.6) is very important for the 
convergence of any gradient descent algorithm. An essential criterion relies upon the 
trade-off between the attained converging speed and steady-staie error. Typically large 
learning rates result in fast convergence but bad steady state performance. Small r| is 
adopted for strict requirements on steady state error but on the other hand makes the 
convergence much slower. 
From equation 3.6，3.10 and 3.15, adaptation rules for output neurons can be written 
as, 
["如(p) “ 
A < ) = ” . 女 ⑷ - 們 , 0 j (3.20a) 
for the conventional EBPA, and 
d o � _ 
for the fuzzy EBPA. 
It seems to be quite difficult to give a general comparison between the learning rates 
required by the two algorithms. Equation 3.20b involves terms given the differences from 
the actual network state to all of the possible targets and equation 3.20a involves only a 
particular one of them. The situations become very different from problem to problem. 
Nevertheless some intuitive observations may still be useful for us. 
Consider the very initial state at which the network has undergone little training. This 
initial state is somewhere far away from the learning objectives. As shown by the solid 
arrows in Figure 3.5(a), the adaptations of network suggested by the individual objectives 
are in coherent directions and also have comparable magnitudes (indicated by the lengths 
of arrows). 
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Fuzzy EBPA evaluates a compromised adaptation by summing up the individual ones 
with proper weights. For normalized membership vector and typical values of parameter 
q, the value of is in a neighbourhood range around 1. Specifically for q二 1， 
f = 1. Therefore the resulted adaptation is very similar to the individual ones. On 
the other hand, the conventional EBPA makes adaptation towards a single objective. It is 
thus concluded that the two algorithms operates very similarly i f the network being trained 
is in such a initial state. 
COHERENT INDIVIDUAL ADAPTATIONS 
OBJECTIVE 1 
\ OBJECTIVE 2 
V v ： ： ： ： ^ - ^ ^ 
AN INITIAL NETWORK STATE — 一 
• ^ z z z r 1 7 OBJECTIVE 3 
——-——^o 
\ J T ^ ^ O OBJECTIVE 4 
、 / OBJECTIVE 5 
THE COMPROMISED OVERALL ADAPTATION 
(a) The adaptations for a network in a very initial state 
OBJECTIVE 1 〇 
\ OBJECTIVE 2 
\ o 
\ CONFLICTING ADAPTATIONS 
OBJECTIVE 3 \ / / 




(b) The adaptations for a network that have been trained for a while 
Figure 3.5 : The single-step adaptation for a neural network 
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The situation is completely different i f the network has been trained for a while (Figure 
3.5(b)). The individual adaptations are less coherent and even in conflict with each other. 
The weighed summation of them typically has very small magnitude because of cancellation 
between conflicting individuals. In other words, fuzzy EBPA introduces much less amount 
of adaptation than the conventional EBPA in this case. Consequently larger values of r| 
should be used for the fuzzy EBPA. 
We have estimated the learning rates for fuzzy EBPA in two extreme cases and 
compared them with those required for the conventional EBPA. In general, fuzzy EBPA 
proceeds smaller adaptation steps than the conventional RBPA does for the same value of 
r|. In the examples of Chapter 4, performances of the two algorithms wi l l be compared for 
a set of different learning rates. 
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CONNECTIVE SUMMARY 
A modified error backpropagation algorithm named fuzzy EBPA has been proposed 
following the central approach of Chapter 2. Some observations and discussions have been 
made to identify the differences between the fuzzy EBPA and the conventional EBPA. In 
the next chapter the operating principles of fuzzy EBPA wi l l be further investigated through 
several examples in which very simple multilayer feed-forward networks are concerned. 
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CHAPTER 4 APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
The first half of this thesis has been spent on introducing a conceptually new learning 
strategy dealing with fuzzy training data. Chapter 2 outlines the key concepts involved and 
then a learning algorithm for a particular category of machine learning models is developed 
in Chapter 3. Now it is the time to verify the primary intentions for what we have done, 
that is, to examine whether the proposed learning algorithm helps to strengthen the system 
robustness in fuzzy environments. 
In the present chapter the proposed learning algorithm, namely the fuzzy EBPA, wi l l 
be investigated by computer simulations. The neural network models being studied are 
indeed quite simple but still effectively demonstrate the operating principles of the new 
algorithm. In each of the examples, the conventional EBPA wi l l be used for performance 
comparison. It must be noted that such comparisons are by no means aimed at identifying 
the general superiority of one algorithm to the other. In fact these two algorithms are 
designed for coping with problems of quite different natures. For decision problems with 
precisely and sharply defined input-output relations, the conventional EBPA performs very 
well. The proposed fuzzy EBPA becomes useful when fuzziness of decision regions is 
taken into consideration. 
The first simulation example studies the performance of a single sigmoidal neuron as 
a linear classifier. The converging performances of both the conventional and the fuzzy 
EBPAs wi l l be compared at different learning rates. The effects of the fuzzifying parameter 
Q. (equation 3.15) on the performance of fuzzy EBPA are also investigated. In the second 
example the XOR networks of Rumelhart et al (1986) wi l l be studied. However, the classic 
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XOR problem itself is extended to allow fuzzy input patterns. The decision abilities wi l l 
be evaluated for the networks attained through different learning procedures. In the last 
section of this chapter a speaker-independent speech recognition system wi l l be proposed 
as a possible real world application of the fuzzy EBPA. 
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I 番 浪 中 文 大 擎 圆 當 你 敌 當 I 
4.1 A SINGLE NODE CLASSIFIER 
To study how the fuzzy algorithm can benefit the learning efficiency of a neural 
network, we begin with the simplest configuration in which only one processing unit is 
concerned (Figure 4.1). Each of the input patterns has two components only so that it can 
be easily represented on a two-dimensional picture. An input pattern vector P^) = (xp) x ^ Y 
corresponds to a point with coordinates of 
X i \ 
\ W i _ 1 • 
X NEURON GOVERNED BY 八2 
SIGMOIDAL FUNCTION _  
Figure 4.1 : A single node network 
This single element is governed by the sigmoidal nonlinearity, i.e. 
广 ,⑴ 
where 
^ = WjXi + W2X2 + 0 
Therefore the neuron output y has continuous values in [0,1] for Xi,X2G [~oo,+co]. 
For J =0.5, we have 义 1 + + 0 = 0，which corresponds to a straight line on the Xi-x^  
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plane (see Figure 4.2). The intercepts of this straight line on the two coordinate axes are 
equal to - G/wi and - 0/w2 respectively. Then the whole pattern space is divided into two 
regions separated by + + ^ = 0. Points on one side of this line satisfy 
WiXi + W2X2 + Q〉0 and hence j > 0.5. We denote this region by the capital letter A. On 
the other side of the line, referred as region B, we have WjXi + W2X2 + 0 < 0 and hence 
;y < 0.5. 
个X2 
WiXi+W2X2 + e = 0 
\ 
\ REGION A ( IFW2 > 0 ) 
“ 条 \ 
REGION B 
W2 \ 1 
NOTE: IFW2 < 0 , THE POSITIONS OF REGION A AND B ARE SWITCHED 
Figure 4.2 : Decision regions formed by the single node network 
In this way the simple network can be used to separate two classes of two-dimensional 
input patterns. A given input pattern that induces an output >' > 0.5 is categorized into 




A simple linear classification problem is explained in Figure 4.3. A and B are two 
adjacent pattern classes separated by a linear boundary (the dashed line). Samples from 
class A are represented by crosses while samples from B are represented by circles. 
i X , 
y ^ x 、 、 ？ V - C l a s s B 
V、、‘、；、、： 
Class A - V - X X � � � � o \ 
X x X \ � � o � \ 
。 \ : 一 ^ 
Figure 4.3 : A linear classification problem 
By presenting with some training patterns selected from both class A and B, we can 
train the single node classifier to solve this classification problem. That is, a set of 
connection weights and biasing element is wanted so that the resulted boundary line 
WiXi + W2X2 + 0 = 0 separates class A from class B. From Figure 4,3，it is found that the 
desired boundary line (the dashed line in Figure 4.3) has both intercepts equal to 1. 
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Training without fuzzy information 
Firstly we examine the performance of the conventional error backpropagation 
algorithm (equation 3.10 and 3.12). Let the target network output for a training pattern 
P^) 二（Xi⑷义2⑷f be denoted by where r⑷= = l i f 7⑷ is an element of class A and 
r⑷ 二 fs 二 0 for class B. For this single layer network, the adaptation equations for w^ ’ 
and 0 are given by, from equation 3.8，3.10 and 3.12 
么冰‘⑷二” . 严 ( 1 一 , ) ) . ( 产 一 产 ) 义 丨 ⑷ （4.1。） 
where i = 1,2 and 
Ae ⑷ = 7 1 . 严 ( 1 - 产 ) . ( r ⑷ 1 ⑷） ( 4 A b ) 
respectively. 
The initial values of w! , W2 and 9 are all set to zero for each training session with 
either the conventional EBPA or the fuzzy EBPA. 
The training patterns for class A and B are randomly generated and then alternately 
presented to the network. We use -0/Wi and -Q/W2, i.e. the intercepts of the boundary line 
w^x^ + W2X2 + 0 = 0 on the two coordinate axes, to indicate the performances of training. 
These two figures uniquely determine the position of the boundary line at any particular 
moment during training. 
For different values of r|，the evolving trajectories of both -G/wj and -0/w2 are plotted 
in Figure 4.4. In all of the figures the number of iterations is equal to the total number of 
training patterns that have been used. For example, 1000 iterations consist of the alternate 
presentations of 500 patterns from class A and 500 from class B. 
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Figure 4.4(a) : The converging characteristics of -Q/w^ and -0/w2 for the 
conventional EBPA with r j =0.1 
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Figure 4.4(b) : The converging characteristics of -0/wi and -e/w: for the 
conventional EBPA with r\ = 0.5 
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Figure 4.4(c) : The converging characteristics of -6/wi and -Q/w2 for the 
conventional EBPA with r[=2 
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Figure 4.4(d) : The converging characteristics of -0/wi and -9/w2 for the 
conventional EBPA with r| 二 10 
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The trade-off between converging speed and steady state performance is clearly 
illustrated in the above simulation results. For r j 二 0.1 (Figure 4.4(a))，the convergence is 
very slow and the two intercepts do not reach their desired values after 2000 iterations. As 
the value of r| is increased (Figure 4.4(b), (c), and (d))，the convergence become faster. 
However, severe oscillations are also observed then. In the case of ri = 10, the value of 
- e / w i keeps oscillating in a range of ±10% around its desired level. 
Training with a priori fuzzy information 
The fuzzy EBPA proposed in Section 3.3 enables a multilayer feedforward network 
to consider fuzzy information about the pattern classes. To utilize this training algorithm, 
we must equip each of the concerned classes with an appropriate membership function. 
For the pattern classes A and B in this problem (Figure 4.3)，the fuzziness is induced 
by the great variations between their elements. Suppose that we have not any idea about 
the desired class boundary. The two pattern classes are described only by some samples 
of input patterns. It is observed that some patterns from class A are very close to those 
from class B (these patterns are located around the boundary). Such patterns are difficult 
to be classified and should contribute less to the construction of the decision regions (the 
boundary line). On the other hand, some other patterns from class A may be in some distant 
locations from class B. They are certainly regarded as elements of class A and hence 






^ _ 爹 ） 
，广梦 ) + ⑷) (4.2办） 
where ‘ ( P ^ ) ) and d^O^⑷)are determined as shown in Figure 4.5. That is, patterns that are 
close to the boundary line are assigned small membership values since they are thought less 
representative for the classes. 
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Z Class A \ \ ‘ 
一 一 
Figure 4.5 ： The membership functions of class A and B 
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Then，from equation 3.10 and 3.12，we obtain the following adaptation equations, 
— ⑷ = n • [ O I a , / ( r , - � ) + ( r , - � ) ] . . X ” , i = i 2 
and 
A e ⑷ 二 ” . [ O i 、 / ( r , — y ^ ^ + a , - 广 ) ) ] . ^ ^ 
The simulation results for fuzzifying parameter ^ = 2 and ^ = 1.5 are shown in Figure 
4.6 and Figure 4.7 respectively. Again each iteration corresponds to the presentation of a 
training pattern which is randomly selected from the square region containing both class A 
and class B‘ As the learning rate increases, the converging speed of the decision boundary 
becomes faster while the steady-state error keeps very small. 
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Figure 4.6(b) : The converging characteristics of -0/wi and -0/w2 for the fuzzy 
EBPA with ri = 0.5 and ^ = 2 
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Figure 4.6(b) : The converging characteristics of -0/wi and -0/w2 for the fuzzy 
EBPA with ri = 0.5 and ^ = 2 
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Figure 4.6(c) : The converging characteristics of 一e/vv! and -Q/W2 for the fuzzy 
EBPA with Tj = 2 and ^ = 2 
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Figure 4.6(b) : The converging characteristics of -0/wi and -0/w2 for the fuzzy 
EBPA with ri = 0.5 and ^ = 2 
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Figure 4.6(b) : The converging characteristics of -0/wi and -0/w2 for the fuzzy 
EBPA with ri = 0.5 and ^ = 2 
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Figure 4.7(b): The converging characteristics of —G/wj and —9/w2 for the fuzzy 
EBPA with ri = 0.5 and ” 1.5 
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Figure 4.6(b) : The converging characteristics of -0/wi and -0/w2 for the fuzzy 
EBPA with ri = 0.5 and ^ = 2 
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Figure 4.7(d) : The converging characteristics of -0/wi and -e/w2 for the fuzzy 
EBPA with ri = 10 and = 1.5 
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Observation and discussion 
We have used the same set of learning rates and initial connection weights to test the 
performances of both the conventional EBPA and the fuzzy EBPA. Therefore the two 
algorithms can be compared in a way of one-to-one correspondence. For instance, the 
graphs shown in Figure 4.4(b), 4.6(b) and 4.7(b) are obtained with different training 
algorithms but the same learning rate of 0.5. Some observations and discussions on the 
obtained simulation results are given as follows. 
For very small learning rate, say 0.1，the two algorithms exhibit much similar 
convergence performances (Figure 4.4(a)，Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.7(a)). In both cases 
the intercepts grow from small initial values and gradually approach the value of 1，i.e. the 
desired state. The converging speed of the fuzzy EBPA seems to be even slower than that 
of the conventional EBPA. This is because that the fuzzy EBPA typically makes smaller 
adaptation step in each training iteration than the conventional EBPA does (cf. Section 
3.4.3). 
As the learning rate is increased, distinct convergence characteristics can be observed 
for the conventional and fuzzy training algorithms. The graphs for the conventional EBPA 
at r| =0.5 (Figure 4.4(b)) show that the recorded intercepts: 1) rise rapidly with oscillations, 
and then 2) keep constant oscillations around the desired state. For the fuzzy EBPA (Figure 
4.6(b) and 4.7(b))，the convergence curves for both intercepts initially exhibit severe 
oscillations or overshoots. As more and more training patterns are presented, such 
oscillations tend to be attenuated. 
At larger learning rates the improvement of steady-state performance achieved by the 
introduction of fuzzy training information becomes more obvious. This can be easily 
observed from Figure 4.4(c)-(d), Figure 4.6(c)-(d) and 4.7(c)-(d). Taking the case of r j 二 2 
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as an example, we have compared the deviations of - e / w ” one of the adopted performance 
measures, from its desired value for both algorithms at several particular moments during 
training (see Table 4.1). 
No. of Percentage deviations of -G/Wj from the desired value 1 
Iterations 
Conventional EBPA Fuzzy EBPA with Fuzzy EBPA with 
with T] = 2 Tj = 2 and (7 = 2 r j = 2 and ^ = 1.5 
100 <30% <20% <20% 
500 <15% <8% <5% 
1000 <12% <6% <3% 
1500 <10% <5% <2% 
Table 4.1 : Comparison of convergence performances for r j = 2 
The selection of learning rate for the conventional EBPA is subject to the trade-off 
between the convergence rate and the steady-state error. The learning rate should be large 
enough to make the system approach to the desired state as fast as possible. However, 
large learning rates also result in unexpected oscillations of system. None of the tested 
values of learning rate shows us a satisfactory convergence. 
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Such a conflict is resolved when fuzzy training information is used and the fuzzy 
EBPA is employed. Increasing the learning rate w i l l not affect the constant attenuation of 
steady-state errors. The most satisfactory training result is found with learning rate r j = 10 
and the fuzzifying parameter ？ = 1.5 (Figure 4.7(d)). In this case it is observed that the 
percentage oscillation is attenuated to about 5% around the desired value after 200 iterations 
of training. After about 1000 iterations the oscillation is almost negligible. Whereas for 
the conventional EBPA at r j = 10，the graphs keep magnitudes of oscillations at about 20% 
when 2000 iterations of training have been proceeded. 
We now attempt to give some illustrative explanation for the achieved improvement 
in convergence performance of the single node classifier. Consider the very beginning stage 
of training as shown in Figure 4.8(a). The decision boundary determined by the current 
system parameters is still far away from its target position (the dashed line). Given a training 
pattern in class B (the point marked by a circle), the fuzzy EBPA considers its relations 
with both classes when making an adaptation for the system. In this initial case both classes 
require the same moving direction of the decision boundary. Then the ultimate adaptation, 
which is the weighted sum of the two individual ones, must also be similar to that proposed 
by any of the two classes themselves. Hence the operation of the fuzzy EBPA is very 
similar to that of the conventional one at such an initial training state. 
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Figure 4.8(a) : The decision boundary at a very beginning stage 
After certain amount of training, the system attains a decision boundary that is able 
to correctly classify some of the input patterns (Figure 4.8(b)). Let consider a training 
—»( \ r p 
pattern 义…=(0.6 0.5) from class B. Its membership values with respect to class A and 
class B are given by li^.p ^ 0.4 and ^ ’^广===0.6. Assuming a network output = is 
produced for we try to compare the adaptations made by using the two training 
algorithms. For the conventional EBPA, the error term is given by, 
. d f ( s � ) ⑷ 
) 
— 柳 ⑷ ) n 0 的 
- • ⑷ . ( 1 - 0.65) 
二 缝 ( 0 35) 
ds�队刀 
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For the fuzzy EBPA, we have 
S = • [(Mv^,/ fe 1 ” + fe -产)] 
d f ( s � � 
= . [0.4. (0 — 0.65) + 0.6. (1 — 0.65)] 
一 d s � . � . 0 5 ) 
which is much smaller than that given by the conventional EBPA since the derivative terms 
are the same in both cases. 
X2 
THE DESIRABLE DECISION BOUNDARY 
\ / \ 
\ \ x A PATTERN IN CLASS B 
\ X \ \ 
THE CURRENT DECISION BOUNDARY 
Figure 4.8(b) : The decision boundary that is close to the desired one 
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The cancellation between conflicting learning objectives makes the adaptation steps 
of fuzzy EBPA typically very small (cf. Section 3.4.3). On the other hand, the adaptations 
made by the conventional EBPA do not experience such cancellation since they are 
determined only by one of the learning objectives. This just explains how the fuzzy EBPA 
eliminates the oscillations during system training. 
In the next section feedforward networks with hidden neurons wi l l be investigated. 
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4.2 THE FUZZY XOR PROBLEM 
As a well-known decision making problem, the simple binary operation XOR has been 
used to test a variety of machine learning models (cf. Section 2.2). In this problem four 
binary input patterns are associated with two target output values as shown in Table 2.1. 
That is, the problem concerns two pattern classes each of which contains two input patterns. 
The decision region plotted in Figure 2.5 shows that the two classes (or the four input 
patterns) are readily separated from each other. Since each pattern class can be well-defined 
by giving an exhaustive list of its elements, it is considered a crisp set instead of a fuzzy 
one. 
The problem 
In this section we are going to formulate a classification problem based on the classic 
XOR problem except that fuzzy input patterns are concerned. The original binary patterns, 
namely (0 Of，(0 i f , (1 Of and (1 i f , are considered being polluted by some 
unknown impurities. As a result, the input patterns are continuously distributed over the 
region [0,1] x [0，1] as shown in Figure 4.9. We categorize the points in such a square 
region into two fuzzy pattern classes. Class A is defined as the collection of points that 
are close to either (0,1) or (1,0) and class B collects all the points close to either (0,0) or 
(1,1). The adjective "close" in the above definitions make the domains of both classes 
imprecise and vague. Given an arbitrary input pattern we are not able to exactly 
determine to which of class A and class B it should be assigned. Instead we evaluate its 
membership values with respect to the classes. Therefore each point marked by either a 
cross or a circle in Figure 4.9 can not be considered as a definite element of either of the 
classes. For the sake of illustration, we use a cross to represent an input pattern that has 
higher membership in class A than in class B. Similarly a circle represents a pattern with 
higher membership in class B. 
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Figure 4.9 : The Fuzzy XOR Problem 
Membership functions of the pattern classes 
The descriptive word "close" in the foregoing verbal definitions of the pattern classes 
suggests a way for evaluating the membership values of input patterns. Firstly we measure 
the distances between a given input pattern and the four binary patterns, which are also 
referred as reference or template patterns of the corresponding classes. More precisely the 
Euclidean distances of input pattern 7⑷ from class A and class B are given respectively as 
= min {[(xi⑷)2 + (1 —X2⑷)f 2， [ (1 —义丄⑷)％ (义之⑷)f'} (4.3a) 
似 = min{[(;ci⑷)2 + (;C2⑷)2广，[(1 ⑷)2 + (1 (4.3Z7) 
4 - 3 0 
Then the membership values of 7⑷ with respect to class A and class B are evaluated 
by equations 4.2a and 4.2b as in the previous example, i.e. 
and 
二 爹 ） 
〜 - 劝 7 ⑷ ) + ⑷ ) (楊） 
where ⑷ )and are given by equations 4.3a and 4.3b. A graphical illustration 
for the membership functions of class A and class B is given in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10 ： Membership functions for the fuzzy XOR problem 
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Performance measures 
Two performance measures are defined to evaluate the relative merits of the 
conventional and the modified training algorithms. Instead of monitoring the system 
convergence as in our previous example, we now concentrate on decision capabilities of the 
networks under training. At a particular moment during system training, we stop adapting 
the network and instead present a set of test patterns to it. Test patterns are randomly 
selected from the universal pattern space. The target pattern class associated with each of 
these test patterns is a prior known and is used to examine the accuracy of the actual decision 
made by the system. 
To represent the two target pattern classes, we need only one sigmoidal neuron in the 
output layer of the network. Each of the two saturation states of the sigmoidal functions 
is used to indicate the network decision for one pattern class. For an input pattern x^^ in 
class A, the associated target output is defined by r^  = 1. For patterns in class B，we have 
tB=0. 
The final decisions made by a pattern classifier can not be vague. Before the decision 
accuracy of a classification system can be measured, we require that both the actual decisions 
made by the system and the desired ones accompanying the test patterns are crisp. Firstly 
the actual network output ;y⑷ is a continuous variable in [0,1] and must be quantized to 
indicate definite classification results. The decision rule adopted in the following 
experiments is described as follows. I f ：^⑷〉0.5，the corresponding input pattern 7⑷ is 
assigned to class A, which corresponds to r^  = 1. Otherwise it is assigned to class B. 
On the other hand, for a test pattern P^)=(义！⑷ x ^ Y , its membership values and 
can be evaluated by equation 4.2 and 4.3. I f > ji^’广 7⑷ is assigned to class A. 
Otherwise it is assigned to class B. Then we have the desirable decision regions for class 
A and class B shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 : The desirable decision regions for the fuzzy XOR problem 
Therefore given a test pattern, we can associate it with a non-vague target decision. 
A classification mistake is said to occur when the decision made by the system is different 
from this desired one. The first performance measure just counts the percentage of 
misclassifications for all of the employed test patterns 
Apart from simple mistake counting, the discrepancies between actual network 
responses and the corresponding target ones are also very significant for indicating the 
performance of a classification system. Therefore we define an error function as follows, 
which averages the error functions evaluated for all of the individual test patterns, 
二 S E � 
where E⑷ is given by equation 3.5，X, denotes the set of employed test patterns and M, 
is the size of X” 
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Both the percentage of misclassification and E^ are statistically determined since the 
test patterns are randomly generated. There are infinite number of different patterns in both 
classes and it is obviously impossible to employ all of them in the performance evaluation. 
Two different network configurations wi l l be investigated in this simulation example 
for the fuzzy XOR problem. Both of the networks are suggested by Rumelhart et al (1986). 
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4.2.1 Network Configuration 1 
The first network configuration to be investigated is shown in Figure 4.12. Rumelhart 
et al (1986) tested the conventional error backpropagation algorithm with this network on 
the binary XOR problem. The labelled values of connection weights and biasing elements 
are attained after 558 sweeps through the four input patterns (Rumelhart et al, 1986，pp.331) 
with learning rate r j = 0.5. Table 4.2 shows the actual responses of resulted network as well 
as the corresponding desired ones. It is noted that the sigmoidal function wi l l never let the 
network output be exactly 0 and 1 unless a stimulus pattern of infinite magnitude is 
presented. 
ALL-PASS INPUT NEURONS 
* \ 
* \ * 、 
\W5= -6.4 / 
^ / -4.2 / 
x r ~ / 
GOVERNED BY SIGMOIDAL 
FUNCTIONS WITH BIASES 
SHOWN INSIDE THE CIRCLES 
Figure 4.12 : An XOR network suggested by Rumelhart et al (1986) 
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Input patterns Actual Network Desired Network 
Responses Responses 
(0 0 广 0.1032 0 
(0 I f 0.8767 1 
(1 i f 0.1091 0 
(1 Of 0.8767 1 
Table 4.2 : The actual output responses of the XOR network in Figure 4.8 
Training with the conventional EBPA 
For the conventional EBPA, we have the following adaptation equations for the 
forward connections and biasing elements in the XOR network in Figure 4.12, 
Awi⑷= ⑷ （4.4a) 
= (4.4Z?) 
AW3⑷=11.5 广 ⑷ （ 4 . 4 c ) 
AW4⑷= T i . 趁 ⑷ （4.4 幻 
Aw5�= � (4Ae) 
and 
= (4.5a) 




and t � = t^ = l i f P ^ G A, &^ = ts=0 i f 工 ⑷ e B. y^^ denotes the network output and。$、 
is given by the output of the hidden neuron. 
Non-fuzzy training is then conducted by alternately presenting the four binary input 
patterns, namely (0 Of，(0 i f , (1 Of and (1 i f , to the network. According to the 
definitions of the concerned fuzzy classes, input patterns (0 1)^ and (1 Of have the 
highest grade of membership in class A. In other words, they are categorized into class A 
without any uncertainty and hence employed as training patterns for non-fuzzy training of 
the network. Similarly (0 O f and (1 i f are employed to be the representative patterns 
for class B. 
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Training with the proposed fuzzy EBPA 
The input patterns used for training with the fuzzy EBPA are randomly selected from 
the square region [0，1] x [0，1]，that is, the universal pattern space concerned in this problem. 
Membership values accompanying the training patterns are evaluated using equation 4.1a， 
4.1b，4.2a and 4.2b. The adaptation equations for the fuzzy EBPA are given again by 
4.3a-4.3e and 4.4a-4.4b except that the node errors are evaluated as 
叱)二 . (1 -产).[〜办一严)+知 j tB -广))] 
where t^ = 1 and t^ = 0. 
Initial conditions 
For each case of the simulation results presented below, all of connection weights 
have been initially set to be -4 and the initial biases have been set to be +4. Such initial 
conditions are chosen so that the system is started at a state which is reasonably close to 
the particular solution shown in Figure 4.12, Then the number of iterations required for 
attaining a satisfactory solution is reduced. 
It has been noted that the performance of EBPA depends to a great extent on the 
initial values of the connection weights. Since we have employed the same set of initial 
conditions for both of the concerned training algorithms, the obtained simulation results are 
considered appropriate for fair performance comparison. 
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Training results 
The network training is stopped for performance evaluation per 50 iterations. Here 
each iteration corresponds to the presentation of a single training pattern. In the cases of 
training with the conventional EBPA, for examples, 1000 training iterations consist of 250 
sweeps through the four binary patterns. When the fuzzy EBPA is employed, there is no 
repetitively presented training pattern. 1000 training iterations correspond 1000 different 
training patterns in [0，1] x [0，1:. 
Learning rates that have been tested are, in ascending order, 0.2，0.5, 1 and 5，and the 
simulation results are shown in Figure 4.12(a)-(d) respectively. For the sake of easy 
comparison, each figure collects the performances of both algorithms with a similar learning 
rate. For instance, Figure 4.13(c) gives a performance comparison between the conventional 
EBPA and the fuzzy EBPA with the learning rate T] = 1. 
To observe the effect of the fuzzifying parameter q on the performance of the fuzzy 
EBPA in this example, we have tried several different values of q with the learning rate r\ 
being kept at 0.5. In Figure 4.14 the simulation results for q = 0.5, 2 and 3 are plotted 
and hereby compared. 
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Figure 4.13(b) : Decision abilities of the fuzzy XOR classifier (configuration 1) 
trained with both the conventional and fuzzy EBPA for r| = 0.5 
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Figure 4.13(b) : Decision abilities of the fuzzy XOR classifier (configuration 1) 
trained with both the conventional and fuzzy EBPA for r| = 0.5 
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trained with both the conventional and fuzzy EBPA for r| = 0.5 
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Figure 4.14 ： Effects of the fuzzifying parameter q on the performance of the fuzzy 
EBPA ( for network configuration 1 and r| =0.5 ) 
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4.2.2 Network Configuration 2 
The three-layer feedforward network shown in Figure 4.15 contains two sigmoidal 
hidden neurons and no direct connections from input layer to output layer. Both the 
conventional and the fuzzy EBPA are applied to train this network. The experimental design 
is very similar to that for the network configuration 1 except that the initial connection 
weights are randomly generated. For all of the following presented results of training, the 
systems have been started with the connection weights and biases shown in Table 4.3. 
〇硬 ...: 
INPUT NEURONS HIDDEN NEURONS OUTPUT NEURON 
(ALL-PASS) (SIGMOIDAL) (SIGMOIDAL) 
Figure 4.15 : An alternative XOR network suggested also by Rumelhart et al (1986) 
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Table 4.3 : Initial conditions for network configuration 2 
The adaptation equations for both algorithms can be obtained in the same way as that 
for network configuration L For r] = 0.5 and Tj = 1，the performances of the conventional 
and the fuzzy EBPA are shown in Figure 4.16(a) and 4.16(b) respectively。 
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Figure 4.13(b) : Decision abilities of the fuzzy XOR classifier (configuration 1) 
trained with both the conventional and fuzzy EBPA for r| = 0.5 
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Figure 4.13(b) : Decision abilities of the fuzzy XOR classifier (configuration 1) 
trained with both the conventional and fuzzy EBPA for r| = 0.5 
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4.2.3 Comments on the Simulation Results 
For both network configurations that have been investigated and each of the tested 
learning rates, the fuzzy EBPA shows an ultimate error rate of classification of about 20%. 
and a decision error E^ between 0.26 and 0.3. Different learning rates result in different 
converging speeds of the networks. For r| = 0.2 and the first network configuration, the 
network reaches its steady state ( E^ ^ 0.26 ) after about 800 iterations (Figure 4.13(a)). To 
attain the same value of E ” only about 100 iterations are needed in the case of r| = 5 (Figure 
4.13(d)). On the other hand, training with the conventional EBPA results in a steady-state 
error rate of classification of about 35% and a decision error E^ of about 0.4 at each of the 
concerned learning rate. 
Apparently the fuzzy EBPA exhibits some improvement in the decision capability of 
the XOR networks. However, an average error rate of 20% seems not to be satisfactory 
for a classification system. In the example of the single node classifier, the desirable decision 
boundary can be exactly located by the fuzzy EBPA and thus the ultimate error rates of 
classification tend to be zero. To explain this large discrepancy, we give the following 
discussion. 
A single neuron divides the space spanned by two-dimensional input patterns into two 
regions separated by a straight line. This line is uniquely determined by the strengths of 
incoming connections (Figure 4.2)。To form more complicated structure of decision regions, 
there needs a network with more nonlinear processing elements which are hierarchically 
arranged. Lippmann (1987) establishes a correspondence between network complexity and 
the attainable decision regions. It is also shown that a multilayer network with two hidden 
layers can form arbitrarily complex decision regions (Lippmann, 1987, pp.16). 
In Figure 4.17 the decision regions formed by the XOR network of configuration 1 
trained with both algorithms are shown. The learning rate is set to be 0.5 and the fuzzifying 
parameter q is equal to 2 for the fuzzy EBPA. All of the displayed decision regions are 
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attained after 1600 training iterations. It can be seen that the whole square region 
[0，1] X [0，1] is divided into three parts by two parallel boundary lines. For the conventional 
EBPA, the resulted decision region for class B only cover some small neighbourhood areas 
of (0,0) and (1,1) while class A collects all of the rest. In the case of fuzzy EBPA the 
situation is obviously improved. Although the structure of decision regions remains the 
same as that of the conventional EBPA, the input patterns are more evenly assigned to the 
two classes. Recalling the desirable decision regions in Figure 4.11, we find that training 
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Figure 4.17 : Decision regions formed by the conventional EBPA and the fuzzy 
EBPA in the fuzzy XOR problem ( network configuration 1) 
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Rumelhart,s XOR network shown in Figure 4.12 (configuration 1) gives a general 
structure of decision regions shown above. Introducing fuzzy information about the pattern 
classes during network training does not alter such a structure, as evidenced in Figure 4.17. 
In this case the attainable minimum error rate of classification is determined by the network 
configuration rather than the training strategy. This just explains why the measured error 
rates of classification for networks trained with fuzzy EBPA show a lower bound at about 
20%. 
To summarize the above discussion and the observations from both examples, we have 
the following comments on the functions of fuzzy EBPA in improving the robustness of a 
classification system realized by multilayer neural network model: 
1) I f the network configuration is capable of attaining the desirable structure of decision 
regions (as in the example of single node classifier), fuzzy EBPA enable the system 
to form such decision regions more quickly and accurately; 
2) I f the desirable decision regions are impossible to be realized with the given network 
configuration (as in the example of fuzzy XOR problem), fuzzy EBPA helps the system 
to form decision regions that are close to the desirable ones as far as possible or 
equivalently to achieve the lowest error rate of classification. 
The graphs in Figure 4.14 are plotted to illustrate the function of the fuzzifying 
parameter q. It is reminded that increasing the value of q means less fuzziness in the 
training patterns (cf. Section 3.4.2). In this case，different values of q do not result in so 
impressive variations of the performances of fuzzy EBPA as they do in the last example. 
Only a slight improvement can be observed when q is reduced from 3 to 0.5. 
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4.3 A SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM 
The processes of recognizing various kinds of imprecisely defined objects share a large 
portion of our everyday occurences. Many artificial systems have been built to simulate 
intelligent perceptive behaviour in the hope of achieving really automatic man-machine 
communication and interaction. In this area speech recognition systems have earned a great 
deal of interest. 
Template-based speech recognition is always accomplished by some form of pattern 
matching (Lai, 1987, pp.2). Acoustic preprocessing is usually adopted to analyze the 
acquired utterances and hereby extracts useful speech characteristics. For each of the 
utterances, a set of parameters is resulted. These parametric representations are then 
compared with some reference patterns formed during previous training periods. I f an input 
utterance is found to closely match with one of the reference patterns, it wi l l be recognized 
as the word (or a sequence of words) represented by this reference pattern. 
It seldom occurs that an input utterance matches exactly with one of the stored 
templates. The parametric representations of speech signals that represent the same word 
may deviate to a great extent from each other. Utterance characteristics vary from one 
speaker to another. Moreover, even for the speaker, speech characteristics depend on the 
physical conditions of the speaker's vocal system, the environment for recording and some 
other unknown factors. This nondeterministic feature defines the fuzziness that exists 
inherently in speech signals. A spoken word can be modelled as the fuzzy collection of 
many speech patterns all of which are uttered to represent this word. 
In this section we are going to propose a speaker-independent, isolated-word 
recognition system which is built with a multilayer feedforward neural network. The newly 
proposed fuzzy EBPA is adopted for training of the system. 
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Suppose that there are totally N different words to be recognized. Then N sigmoidal 
neurons wi l l be used in the output layer of the network. For the c出 word, the target output 
pattern is defined as 
where N is the number of neurons in the output layer, and 
二 {1 if k=c 
lo if k 右c 
That is, to indicate that the current input pattern is recognized as the c出 word, the c出 output 
neuron should be activated while the others should be inhibited. 
On the other hand, the template pattern for the c"^  word is denoted by where 
/ = 1，2，。..，TV. The number of input neurons is exactly equal to the number of components 
contained in a reference pattern or an input pattern. The fuzzy membership values of an 
i叩ut pattern ？⑷ is expressed by a vector ji^ == ({i i ," … j ^ ^ ， f . For each training 
pattern，we know exactly which of the N words it represents, that is, to which of the target 
classes it belongs. 
The diagram shown in Figure 4.18 describes the training procedure for the proposed 
recognition system. Several appealing features of the system are given as follows: 
1) The membership values of a training pattern are evaluated based on its distances from 
the reference patterns; 
2) The reference patterns are adaptable to include the features of new patterns. I f the set 
of training patterns is fixed, the reference pattern for a particular class just becomes 
the mean of all training patterns that belong to this class. For on-line application, the 
incoming patterns always exhibit different characteristics and make the reference 
patterns be continuously varied; 
3) The fuzzy EBPA is employed to train the recognition system; 
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We have described a speech recognition system which adopts the well-known 
multilayer feedforward neural network model and our newly proposed fuzzy error 
backpropagation algorithm. Prior to the commencement of the real implementation, we 
must have some primary ideas about the number of hidden layers and the number of hidden 
neurons to be contained in the network, the values of learning rate and fuzzifying parameter 
to be used in system training, and some other important issues. Such ideas can be attained 
from continuous trials of experiments or simulations. Besides, referring to relevant 
literatures may also be useful. 
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Figure 4.18 : Training procedure for the proposed speech recognition system (to be 
continued on the next page) 
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* : The membership values can be evaluated using the methods summarized in Table 3.3 with the distance 
= given by equation 3.16. 




Two examples of applying the newly proposed fuzzy EBPA have been presented in 
this chapter. In each of them a classification problem on a two- dimensional continuous 
pattern space is formulated and solved by very simple neural network model with 
forward-feeding connections. Compared with the conventional EBPA, the fuzzy EBPA 
enable the network under training to be more familiar with the fuzzy features of the 
concerned pattern classes and hereby to attain high accuracy in classification. In the next 
chapter we wi l l give more discussions and conclusions for what we have done so far and 
hereby suggests some feasible future extensions. 
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In Chapter 1 the broad objective of our work has been allocated to the development 
of effective methods that deal with inherent complexities and uncertainties in the real world. 
However, a large portion of this thesis concerns several specific subjects of interest such as 
pattern classification, artificial neural networks and fuzzy sets theory. We did not go deep 
in any one of these subjects but suggested a way of jointly utilizing their most important 
issues to solve problems. Although only a few steps have been proceeded towards our 
ultimate goal, a promising direction is pointed out. 
The emergence of our central approach in Chapter 2 was extremely difficult. Before 
that there has been no apparent connection between machine learning methods and fuzzy 
sets theory although it is popularly recognized that learning with imprecisely defined objects 
is an unavoidable topic to be studied. One of the key points is that a large category of 
machine learning strategies can be formulated as optimization procedures. On the other 
hand，various classification problems of fuzzy patterns have also been tackled with 
optimization techniques. This suggests a parallel between machine learning algorithms and 
the classification algorithms for fuzzy patterns. In typical fuzzy classification algorithms, 
membership functions of the pattern classes are involved in the objective functions to be 
optimized. Consequently the fuzzy features of pattern classes are considered during the 
classification process. In our approach such a prototype of objective function is employed 
to replace that adopted in the conventional machine learning algorithms and meanwhile the 
basic optimization techniques are preserved. 
The conventional error backpropagation algorithm (EBPA) for multilayer neural 
networks is a typical representative of the machine learning algorithms concerned above. 
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Therefore it has been adopted as an example for us to realize and verify our primary ideas. 
In Chapter 3 such an implementation process is presented with the introduction of a new 
training algorithm, namely the fuzzy EBPA. 
In Rumelhart et al (1986) it is suggested that the generalized delta rule (i.e. the EBPA) 
is only an approximation of the steepest descent procedure on sum-square error functions. 
Then the well-developed theory of optimization may not be able to correctly predict the 
behaviour of EBPA in training neural networks with hidden neurons. In other words, the 
validity of such an approximation wi l l be subject to particular applications. 
These difficulties for analyzing the conventional EBPA are presented also to the 
proposed fuzzy version without exception. The introduction of fuzzy membership functions 
even make the optimization procedure more intractable. Our knowledge about the operation 
of fuzzy EBPA in a neural network with hidden neurons has to be obtained from simulation 
results rather than further analytical investigations. The following discussion is therefore 
concentrated on some practical problems that should be considered when putting the fuzzy 
EBPA into simulations and even real applications. Besides, some future extensions of this 
work wi l l also be suggested. 
The availability of a priori fuzzy information 
In a typical classification problem, only limited number of representative patterns are 
given. A learning system is then built based on the information provided by these patterns. 
To be used in network training with the fuzzy EBPA, each training pattern must be associated 
with a set of membership values with respect to all of the target pattern classes. For many 
practical problems of pattern classification, the membership values of training patterns are 
readily obtained by using some empirical methods. This requires that the system designer 
is quite knowledgeable about the specific problem to be tackled. In other words, the 
preparation procedures and techniques for fuzzy training information are problem-dependent. 
For example, Chen (1974) presented a recognition system for handwritten numerical 
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characters based on fuzzy sets theory. Those characters are considered the combination of 
line segments which can be categorized into several types of branch. Each of these branch 
types is then modelled as a fuzzy set accompanied by a membership function. The 
construction of such membership functions is accomplished using empirical methods which 
are derived from the perceptual experience of the designer. 
For a system designer who has not any idea about the fuzzy features of the concerned 
pattern classes, a general approach for the acquisition of the fuzzy membership values is 
proposed here. Firstly some reference patterns need to be determined for each of the pattern 
classes. A reference pattern can either be a particular training pattern or be evaluated 
somehow from the whole training pattern set. It is thought as the most representative element 
in the corresponding classes and hence has a membership value of 1 in this class. Then 
the membership values of each of the available training patterns are determined according 
to its distances from these reference patterns as we have introduced in Section 3.4.1. 
It is believed that the performance of fuzzy EBPA is determined to a great extent by 
the membership functions used to characterize the pattern classes, A membership function 
that does not accurately reflect nature of the described pattern class is obviously regarded 
as improper training information. In both of our examples the membership functions can 
be analytically assumed since we are indeed very familiar with the concerned pattern classes. 
However, this is not the usually encountered case in practice. Given a classification problem 
the nature of which is not known very well, the system designer has to make some 
assumptions to determine the fuzzy membership functions of the pattern classes. The validity 
of such assumptions is then examined in the construction of a real learning classification 
system. Some corrections on these a priori assumptions may be suggested by the 
implementation process and the estimated membership functions become more accurate in 
reflecting the characteristics of the pattern classes. Such an interactive approach in fact 
represents a major category of design techniques for systems that simulate real world learning 
processes. 
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About the fuzzifying parameter q 
In Section 3.4.2 the role of the fuzzifying parameter q has been discussed. The first 
example in Chapter 4 also shows that a smaller value of q results in an improvement in the 
convergence performance of the decision boundary. However we still know little about 
how the parameter q affects the operation of the fuzzy EBPA. 
Increasing the value of q effectively reduces the degree of fuzziness contained in the 
pattern classes (cf. Section 3.4.2). Figure 5.1 illustrates a transition from crisp to fuzzy 
caused by the change of q. For larger values of q the boundary from member to nonmember 
are more sharp, q =+oo corresponds to the case of complete absence of fuzziness while 
《 = 0 means that there is no difference between member and nonmember. 
MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION 
' V 
、 L , q INCREASES 。 ， 沒 一 0 • 
THE CONCERNED 
OBJECT OR QUANTITY 
Figure 5.1 : How the parameter q control the fuzziness of a pattern class 
The simulation result in Section 4.1 shows that a further improvement in convergence 
is achieved when reducing the value of q from 2.0 to 1.5. Does this means that, in general, 
using smaller values of q must produce better training performance than using larger ones? 
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In other words, does allowing more fuzziness in the pattern classes always benefit the 
learning efficiency of the system. The answers are obviously negative. Consider the extreme 
case of 7 = 0 in Figure 5.1. In this situation all patterns have the same membership values 
of 0.5 with respect to any of the classes. The pattern classes are completely fuzzy and all 
of the associating relations between training patterns and pattern classes become totally 
uncertain and meaningless. The adaptation of the system parameters can not be proceeded 
along the desired direction since everything is uncertain. 
There must be a lower bound for q below which the fuzzy EBPA can not function 
properly and shows degraded performance. This lower bound also gives the optimum value 
of q at which the fuzzy EBPA exhibits the best performance (see Figure 5.2). Moreover, 
this optimum value may vary from problem to problem. It is also determined by the fuzzy 
membership functions being used to describe the pattern classes. I f the membership 
functions are chosen to contain much fuzziness, the optimum value of q wi l l be relatively 
large. The membership functions and the value of parameter q together control the 
performance of the fuzzy EBPA. I f they can accurately reflect the fuzzy features of the 
input variables, efficient training wi l l be achieved. 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
OPTIMUM VALUE OF q C| 
Figure 5.2 : The optimum value of the parameter q 
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Selecting appropriate parameter values 
In each of the simulation examples in Chapter 4, the performance comparisons were 
made at several different learning rates. It has been found that the performance of the fuzzy 
EBPA, just like its conventional counterpart, depends heavily on the learning rate r|. Using 
large learning rates for the fuzzy EBPA speeds the system adaptation up and meanwhile 
keeps the steady-state errors small. Here we attempt to give some hints for the selection 
of both the learning rate r| and the fuzzifying parameter q. 
The discussion in Section 3.4.3 suggests that the fuzzy EBPA generally requires larger 
learning rate than the conventional EBPA does for the same converging speed. I f the 
learning rate adopted for the conventional EBPA in a problem is known to be ri , to apply 
the fuzzy EBPA in this problem, we may firstly try a learning rate T\, = 2t\ and observe the 
resulted training performance. Then for further improvement the value of r|' can be 
increased gradually. 
In case that no prior experience with the conventional EBPA is provided, a typical 
learning rate of 1 is suggested for the fuzzy EBPA. 
The selection of learning rate should also accomodate to that of the fuzzifying 
parameter q. Consider the summation term in equation 3.15. The weighing factor (ji^ 
decreases rapidly as q is increased since ^ < 1. Hence the system adaptation becomes 
very slow when large fuzzifying parameter q is used. Consequently large learning rate is 
required. On the other hand, small values of q correspond to comparatively small r|，s. 
Both the learning rate r j and the fuzzifying parameter q should be carefully chosen. 
Moreover, they need to be considered together since their mutual dependence on each other. 
Since rigorous analytical work is hardly proceeded, the selection of such parameters relies 
solely on the experience gained in numerous simulation examples. From the simple 
examples in our primary study, we suggest a set of typical parameters as: ri = 1 and g = 2. 
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Improvement in learning efficiency and system robustness 
From both simulation examples of ours，it can be observed that the learning 
performance of a classifier realized by multilayer neural network depends on: (1) whether 
the selected training patterns are appropriate to represent the classes; (2) whether the training 
algorithm can effectively acquire information from the selected training patterns. The first 
requirement above is not difficult to be satisfied. Firstly the training patterns chosen for 
representing a particular pattern class must be spreaded over the whole class. Meanwhile 
the sizes of training pattern sets for different classes should be the same or very close to 
each other. I f the network has experienced more patterns from one class than from the 
other, its decision abilities with respect to these two classes are certainly different. 
For the requirement concerning the effectiveness of training algorithms, the proposed 
fuzzy EBPA presents a purposeful trial. Learning can be thought as a process of information 
acquisition. An effective learning algorithm should be able to utilize the limited information 
contained in training patterns as far as possible. This just suggests our motivation for 
developing the fuzzy EBPA from another point of view. Through the evaluation of 
membership values, independent training patterns are interrelated. Then the network being 
trained is informed by not only the characteristics of each individual training pattern but 
also its relative position in the classes. The resulted classifier is expected to be capable of 
distinguishing between input patterns by identifying their different grades of membership in 
a pattern class. 
The robustness of a classification system is measured by its ability to retain satisfactory 
performance in the presence of uncertainties. From an alternative point of view, a learning 
system is said to be more robust than the other ones i f it is able to attain comparable 
performance when fewer training patterns are employed. In many practical situations the 
training patterns available for constructing a classification system are very limited. Whether 
the system can leam as more as possible from the limited information indicates the efficiency 
of the adopted learning strategy. 
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From the simulation results of the first example in Chapter 4 it can be observed that 
the fuzzy EBPA enable the system under training to acquire the desirable decision boundary 
more quickly and more accurately. The network trained with the fuzzy EBPA needs fewer 
training iterations to reach a specified performance level than the conventional EBPA. In 
other words, fewer training patterns are required to be presented to the system. According 
to our understanding of the concept of robustness, the single node classifier trained with 
the fuzzy EBPA owns better robustness than that with the conventional EBPA. 
Some future extensions of this work 
To end this concluding chapter and also the whole paper, we are going to describe 
some feasible "follow-ups" to the present study of learning strategies with fuzzy information. 
Firstly the operation of fuzzy EBPA should be further investigated with the assistance 
of more simple but illustrative examples of application like the single node classifier. Simple 
examples help us to isolate the numerous variable factors that may affect performance of 
the algorithm, that is, to know how a desirable performance can be attained by choosing 
appropriate parameters in the algorithm. Because of the foregoing difficulties encountered 
in analytical approach, implications from simple simulation examples are extremely useful 
for the further trials of applying the fuzzy EBPA in more complicated applications. As for 
the real world application, the speech recognition system proposed in Section 4.3 is worth 
trying. 
On the other hand, efficient methods of determining fuzzy membership functions in 
practical situations are needed very much. Without properly defined membership functions, 
the fuzzy training is hardly proceeded. 
Lastly, as we have mentioned many times before, the approach of weighing objective 
functions by fuzzy membership values is not solely designated to the learning algorithms 
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for artificial neural networks. It is possible to be adopted in many other optimization 
procedures. Further investigation in this aspect must bring us very interesting implications 
for various kinds of adaptation activities. 
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